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My first visit to the town clerk’s office was in 1976. I was excited to register my newly acquired motorcycle so I could 
ride it on some of the trails near our home. My mom drove me to the clerk’s office which was just up the street and I 
got to meet Betty (Waitt) Luce the town clerk!   Betty's home was located at 172 Crawley Falls Road where she kept 
her office on the front porch. The tradition of the town clerk’s office being located in their home was one born of 
necessity as there was no town hall prior to 1979. Our visit to Betty's was uneventful and I got the paperwork I 
needed. Although I was a few years off from owning property in town if I had needed to pay my property taxes I 
would have had to visit Mrs. Pottle's home on Middle Road.  For all of Brentwood's history the town clerk and tax 
collector had been two separately elected positions.   
Mrs. Waitt and Mrs. Pottle were the last to keep office hours in their homes.  The town completed construction of its 
"new town hall" in 1979 and Betty was the first town clerk to have her office located there. The furniture of the town 
clerk's office includes a giant roll top desk that was acquired sometime in the early 1900's and is proudly used to this 
day.   
 In 1979 Betty resigned as town clerk. Upon hearing that Betty was going to vacate her position, Phyllis (Whitehouse) 
Thompson (a woman I'm proud to call mom) spent several weeks working alongside Betty getting familiar with the job 
and responsibilities of the town clerk’s office. Phyllis recalls spending time with Betty and her encouragement to apply 
for the position.  Due to the vacancy the selectman interviewed any interested applicants and ultimately appointed 
Phyllis to fill out the remainder of Betty's term. The selectmen who appointed Phyllis were William Vahey, Bruce 
Stevens, and Letty Hett. She was sworn in on June 19, 1979.   Phyllis then ran and was elected at the next town 
meeting in March of 1980 for her first full 2 year term.  She garnered 253 votes from the 269 people that voted in 
town elections that year.  Phyllis was also appointed tax collector on October 14, 1980. It was common practice in 
many towns for one person to hold both positions although they were at that time separate elected offices. 
When Phyllis became town clerk it was a part time position and there was no hourly wage. The town clerk was paid a 
portion of all the municipal fees that were collected in addition to a small stipend.  Her salary for the remainder of 
1979 was $75.00. In addition the town clerk received a portion of the fees collected for automobile registrations. For 
1979 that amounted to an additional $899.00.The clerks pay was also augmented by collecting a portion of dog 
license fees adding another $174.50.  
In our home, life for mom centered around her new position with the town. Even though the office had regular 
posted hours my mom was always available to the town’s people. In those days (before cell phones) if the phone rang 
it was usually for her and she would routinely say she had to scoot to the office to help someone out.  It was not 
uncommon for her to phone people if they had forgotten to register their car or for some other matter they had 
overlooked.  My mom embodied the spirit of small town Brentwood even as the town rapidly grew.    
Phyllis has won every election since her first appointment in 1979.  During her 37 years in office no one else has ever 
filed to run against her. Despite the lack of an opponent all those years Phyllis says she always appreciated each vote 
using her re-election as a gauge as to how well she was satisfying the people she served.  In 1987 the town chose to 
combine the town clerk and tax collector into one full time position. Phyllis has been the town clerk/tax collector ever 
since. 
Phyllis moved with her family to Brentwood in December of 1972.  We came to operate the Old Moul Poultry Farm 
that was located at 135 Crawley Falls Road. The farm had been vacant for a number of years before our arrival. As her 
4 children got older Phyllis took an interest in town affairs.  She was a member of the ladies auxiliary for over 20 
years. They used to be very active supporting the town’s then volunteer fire department.     She helped out at the 
weekly bingo games that the ladies auxiliary sponsored in the hall upstairs from the fire trucks.  The games drew many 
people from the surrounding area. In those days many of the patrons were smokers and the view to the front of the 
room was generally obstructed by the clouds of smoke.  Phyllis has also served as treasurer for this organization.   
Her love of people and town affairs has made her a great fit for the town clerks position.   If you look to the right while 
standing at the window to the clerk’s office you will see a list of all the clerks who have served the town since its 
inception.  In June of this coming year (2017), as the town celebrates its 275 years, Phyllis will get to celebrate being 
Brentwood's Town Clerk for 38 of them! She is the longest serving full time town clerk/tax collector in Brentwood's 
history.  
Besides her duties as town clerk/tax collector Phyllis was appointed to the position of school clerk on March 5, 2005.  
No one ran for the position and Phyllis agreed to serve when asked. She has run and been elected every 3 years since.  
The position is similar to the town clerks in regards to school elections, preparing the ballots and taking minutes at the 
school district meetings.  In addition she has also been a cemetery clerk and volunteered on the fireworks committee.  
Phyllis recently recalled all the changes she has seen during her time in office. She notes how much the town has 
grown. When she started the town had less than 500 tax bills to send out, each one hand typed. This year the town 
will send out 1600 tax bills (twice a year) thankfully with the aid of a computerized system.  The number of people 
visiting her office has greatly increased over the years and the office has expanded its services to include hunting and 
fishing licenses and other conveniences that citizens used to have to go elsewhere to receive.  Phyllis notes that she 
tries to remember everyone's name but it is not as easy as it was 37 years ago.  She remarks how amazing it is to be 
seeing the children of the people that once came to her window as young people themselves. 
Some of the highlights during her years of serving that Phyllis recently spoke with me about included: 
 Both of her daughters, still residents of Brentwood served at separate times as her deputy. Robin 
(Whitehouse) King served as her deputy tax collector for a short period and Christine (Whitehouse) Belanger 
served in the past as both her deputy tax collector and deputy town clerk.   
 The Mayor of Brentwood England visited; Francis (Frank) Kenny and his wife stopped by the town offices 
when they came to Brentwood on August 21, 2007. 
 She has issued the marriage licenses for all of her children and her oldest granddaughter. 
 Her favorite anecdote is about the woman who came to her office to look up her own birth certificate in 
preparation for retirement, only to discover she was a year younger than she had thought. Instead of being 
pleased the woman was upset as it meant she had another year of work in front of her. 
Phyllis has dedicated much of her adult life to serving the town of Brentwood and if you ask her she will tell you the 











Joseph Leavitt  1742 – 1744  Benjamin F. LaBree  1868 - 1870 
Biley Hardie  1744 – 1758  William Morrill   Jun–Aug 1870 
Elisha Sanborn  1758 – 1765  Moses W. Caverley  1870 – 1874 
Joseph Greeley  1765 – 1782  John W. Smith   1874 – 1878 
Joseph Johnson  1782 – 1784  George R. Rowe  1878 – 1883 
Thomas Ranney  1784 – 1808  Daniel A. Waldron  1883 – 1888 
John S. Dudley  1808 – 1818  F. Eugene Taylor  1888 – 1893 
Ephraim Robinson 1818 – 1841  John A. Sanborn  1893 – 1895 
Frederick Robinson 1841 – 1843  G. Russell Rowe   1895 – 1901 
John W. Smith Jr. 1843 – 1844  Charles Flanders  1901 – 1940 
Frederick Robinson 1844 – 1848  Bert E. Havican   1940 – 1942 
Johathon M. Sinclair 1848 – 1851  Helen R. Pike   1943 – 1945 
David R. Fellows 1851 – 1854  Rose L. Farmer   1945 – 1947 
Joseph B.G. Graves 1854 – 1861  Martha E. Proulx  1947 – 1950 
Nathaniel B. Collios 1861 – 1862  Ferne Prescott   1950 – 1959 
Joseph B.G. Graves 1862 – 1863  Ruth J. Mason   1959 – 1964 
Samuel F. Stevens 1863 – 1864  Elizabeth G. Waitt  1964 – 1979 
Moses W. Caverley 1864 – 1868  Phyllis A. (Whitehouse) -  
       Thompson  1979 - 2017 
 
 



















DAPHNE WOSS, DEPUTY 2018
SUPERVISORS OF THE CHECKLIST:
MARY CLANCEY 2018












JESSIE HOLLISTER SCHOOL BOARD REP








LYNN AUSTIN, ALT 2018
BRIAN DUFFY 2018
TRUSTEE OF TRUST FUNDS:
JULIE AVANT, BOOKKEEPER 2018
ROGER CROSBY 2019










ROBERT MANTEGARI, SELECTMEN'S REP
KATHY ST. HILAIRE, ALT 2020
LORRAINE WELLS, ALT 2018
ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT:
ANDREW ARTIMOVICH 2020




BRUCE STEVENS, ALT 2018
CONSERVATION COMMISSION:







REID BUNKER, ALT 2019
ROBERT GLOWACKY, ALT 2020
MARK GLOWACKY, ALT 2018
BRENTWOOD RECREATION COMMISSION:
DAVID TOVEY, DIRECTOR








TOWN ADMINISTRATOR: KAREN CLEMENT




BRENTWOOD FIRE DEPARTMENT: KEVIN LEMOINE, CHIEF (JAN-MAR)
WILLIAM CAMPBELL, CHIEF
JOSEPH BIRD, DEPUTY CHIEF
ROAD AGENT: WAYNE ROBINSON
LIBRARY: KATHY SPEROUNIS, DIRECTOR
JOYCE MILLER, CHILDREN'S LIBRARIAN
TREASURER: JONATHAN ELLIS
JOYCE GALLANT, DEPUTY
BUILDING INSPECTOR: KIP KAISER   
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT: RICHARD MURPHY, DIRECTOR
WAYNE ROBINSON, DEPUTY
PAUL MCFARLAND, DEPUTY
WELFARE ADMINISTRATOR: SUE BENOIT





REPORT OF THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN 
2017 
 
With 2017 having come to a close, we reflect back to a couple of the most noteworthy events that affected the Town 
of Brentwood during the year. 
 
The bond for the reconstruction of Prescott Road passed at last year’s town meeting.  The scope included 
reconstructing the intersection at North Road to a “T” from a “Y”, replace the north and south culverts in their existing 
locations, and reclaim the road from North Road to Middle Road.  In order to comply with these changes, the town 
had to apply for amendments to the driveway permit from NH Department of Transportation (DOT) and an 
amendment for the north culvert from NH Department of Environmental Services (DES).   
 
We have received the amended permits required by DOT and DES in order to proceed.   Eversource moved all the 
electrical wires and the Seabrook Siren was relocated in June.  Comcast completed their portion in October and we 
are working with Fairpoint to relocate their wires.  The project will be “shovel ready” upon the close of school in June.  
The road will be closed from the end of school through August.  Bell and Flynn has agreed to maintain the 2017 
contract price for the 2018 construction season, with the exception of asphalt (that is a variable cost and cannot be 
locked in).  
 
We have worked diligently with the Budget Committee over the last year to present as lean a budget as possible for 
2018.  The budget represents an increase of approximately 9% over 2018.  There were many factors contributing to 
the increase but most notably: 
 
1. First years bond payment for Prescott Road, plus the bond payment schedule was adjusted by the bank 
resulting in one extra principal and interest payment for all bonds owed 
2. Changing IT vendors 
3. PD – Chief’s wages, the retiring chief was budgeted at 9 hours per week and was increased to 30 hours to 
maintain a part time position 
4. Fire department is adding 2 per diem shifts to increase coverage and response.   
 
2017 marked a great year of change with the municipal staff.  Chief Lemoine retired in April and we welcomed Chief 
William Campbell.  He has hit the ground running and the department is operating smoothly.   
 
Chief Wayne Robinson retired as Police chief after 38 years on the department, 22 of which were as chief.  He is still 
the Road Agent so you may see him around town in a backhoe.  Wayne’s successor, Chief Ellen Arcieri, was sworn in 
on January 30, 2018.  We are looking forward to having her on board.   
 
Phyllis Thompson, Town Clerk/Tax Collector retired after 38 years with the town.  Her successor, Daphne Woss was 
appointed on January 2, 2018 to fill the remainder of Phyllis’ term and she will be on the ballot in March. 
Carolyn Thorsell, Administrative Bookkeeper, retired after 28 years with the town.  Her position grew from 5 hours 
per week in 1990 to 32 hours upon her retirement.   
 
Joyce Miller, Children’s Librarian, retired after 23 years with the Mary E. Bartlett Library.   
 
We want to thank Kevin, Wayne, Phyllis, Carolyn, and Joyce for all of their hard work and dedication!  These 
distinguished people all have given so much of their time and have accomplished a great deal over the years.  They 











Ken Christiansen   Andrew Artimovich                            














2018 BRENTWOOD TOWN AND SCHOOL MEETING MODERATOR’S RULES 
 
 
BY STATE LAW THE MODERATOR SETS THE RULES OF THE MEETING. (RSA 40:4) 
 
WE WILL BE USING THE MODERATORS RULES – NOT ROBERTS RULES OR ANY OTHER COMPLEX PARLEMENTARY RULES. THE GOAL 
IS A FAIR, UNCOMPLECATEED, FOCUSED AND UNDERSTANDABLE PROCESS. 
 
AS WITH ALL PUBLIC MEETINGS AUDIO AND/OR VIDEO RECORDING ARE SPECIFICALLY ALLOWED.  
 
TO BE DISCUSSED, THE ISSUE OR ARTICLE MUST BE ON THE WARRANT, BE MOVED AND SECONDED.  TO PARTICIPATE IN THE 
DISCUSSION, YOU MUST BE A REGISTERED VOTER IN BRENTWOOD, HAVE CHECKED IN WITH THE CHECK LIST SUPERVISORS, AND 
HAVE A VOTING CARD. NON-VOTERSMAY NOT SPEAK AT THE MEETING WITHOUT PERMISSION OF THE VOTERS PRESENT EXCEPT 
THE MODERATOR WILL ALLOW NON-RESIDENT SCHOOL OR TOWN OFFICIALS AND CONSULTANTS OR EXPERTS WHO ARE 
PRESENT TO PROVIDE INFORMATION ABOUT AN ARTICLE OR ISSUE TO SPEAK. 
 
I WILL READ EACH WARRANT ARTICLE AS IT APPEARS IN THE WARRANT AND WILL ASK THE INVOLVED BOARD OR PETITIONER FOR 
A MOTION AND SECOND TO PLACE IT ON THE FLOOR OF THE MEETING FOR DISCUSSION, DEBATE AND/OR AMENDING. 
 
I WILL THEN ASK THE APPROPRIATE BOARD AND BUDGET COMMIITTEE, OR PETITIONER, AS APPROPRIATE TO SPEAK FIRST TO THE 
ARTICLE.  
 
THEN THE ARTICLE WILL BE OPEN TO THE FLOOR FOR YOUR DISCUSSION, QUESTIONS, COMMENTS, AND/OR AMENDMENTS.   
 
ALL AMENDMENTS MUST BE GIVEN TO THE TOWN OR SCHOOL DISTRICT CLERK IN WRITING.  THIS INSURES THAT WE HAVE YOUR 
AMENDMENT EXACTLLY AS YOU INTEND.  NEGATIVE MOTIONS WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED.      
 
AMENDMENTS TO AMENDMENTS BEING DEBATED WILL NOT BE ALLOWED.  IF YOU WISH TO FURTHER AMEND AN ARTICLE YOU 
MUST DO SO AFTER THE PRIOR AMENDMENT HAS BEEN DELT WITH.  
 
  ALL DISCUSSION AND QUESTIONS WILL BE TO AND THROUGH THE MODERATOR. THIS INCLUDES EYE CONTACT!   PASSIONATE 
DEBATE IS WELCOMED AND EXPECTED - HOWEVER YOU ARE EXPECTED TO BE ABLE TO DISAGREE WITHOUT BEING DISAGREABLE   
 
YOU ARE ENTITLED TO AN ANSWER TO YOUR QUESTION, AND ONE OF MY TASKS IS TO DIRECT YOUR QUESTION TO SOMEONE 
WHO CAN ANSWER IT.  HOWEVER, THERE IS NO REQUIREMENT THAT YOU LIKE OR AGREE WITH THE ANSWER.    
 
TO BE RECOGNIZED TO SPEAK, PLEASE GO TO THE FLOOR MICROPHONE.  YOU ARE THEN RECOGNIZED IN THAT ORDER.  
 
 PLEASE STATE YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS FOR THE RECORD (WE MAY KNOW YOU BUT THE RECORDER PROBABLY DOES NOT) 
AND CONTAIN YOUR DISCUSSION TO ONE QUESTION OR STATEMENT. 
 
PLEASE CONTAIN YOUR DISCUSSION AND QUESTIONS TO THE MOTION THAT IS UNDER DISCUSSION.  
 
IF YOU HAVE MORE THAN ONE POINT OR QUESTION, PLEASE STEP BACK TO ALLOW OTHERS TO SPEAK. YOU MAY SPEAK AGAIN 
AFTER OTHERS HAVE HAD THEIR OPPORTUNITY.   TO ALLOW EVERYONE THE OPPORTUNITY TO SPEAK I WILL ASK THAT YOU KEEP 
IT WITHIN A THREE MINUTE LIMIT FOR EACH TIME YOU ARE RECOGNIZED.  
 
MOTIONS TO CLOSE DEBATE OR MOVE THE QUESTION WILL ONLY BE ACCEPTED BY THE MODERATOR AFTER EVERYONE WHO 
WISHES TO SPEAK HAS HAD AT LEAST ONE OPPORTUNITY AND MUST BE MADE FROM THE FLOOR MICROPHONE.   
 
MOTIONS TO TABLE AN ARTICLE WILL ONLY BE ACCEPTED OR RECOGNISED BY THE MODERATOR IF THE MOTION IS MADE BY THE 




IF YOU HAVE A QUESTION OF THE MODERATOR REGARDING THE RULES OF CONDUCT OF THE MEETING OR IF YOU DISAGREE 
PROCEDURELY YOU ABSOLUTELY MAY ASK AT ANY TIME. (POINT OF ORDER)  THIS DOES NOT REQUIRE YOUR GOING TO THE 
FLOOR MICROPHONE BUT YOU MUST STATE YOUR NAME AND YOUR QUESTION OR ISSUE. 
 
YOU ALSO MAY BY LAW MOVE TO OVERRULE THE MODERATOR IF YOU FEEL THAT THE MODERATORS RULEING IS CLEARLY 
ERRONEOUS, REQUIRES A SECOND AND MAJORITY VOTE.  (RSA 40:4) 
 
RECONSIDERATION OR RESTRICTING RECONSIDERATION:   
YOU MAY VOTE AFTER EACH ARTICLE TO RESTRICT RECONSIDERATION OF THE VOTE OR VOTES TAKEN.  THIS PROTECTS THE 
ACTION TAKEN FROM BEING UNDONE OR CHANGED LATER IN THE MEETING, AND THIS VOTE MAY NOT BE RECONSIDERED AT 
THIS MEETING. (RSA 40:1) 
   
 
HANDOUTS AND VIDEO PRESENTATIONS MAY BE ALLOWED BUT MUST BE REVIEWED AND APPROVED BY THE MODERATOR, 
CLEARLY IDENTIFY THE ORIGIONATOR AND INFORMATION SOURCES.  VIDEO PRERNTATIONS SHOULD NOT EXCEED FIVE MINUTES 

























































LOCATION MAP/LOT DESCRIPTION AMOUNT
Town Office Building 216.001.000 Land 149,200
   (Includes PD) Building 580,200
Contents 244,054
PD Equipment 34,695
Highway Shed 211.004.000 Land 132,800
Building 159,500
Contents 99,561
Grange Museum 217.019.000 Land 79,200
Building 223,900
Contents 25,000
Library 216.019.000 Land 114,300
Building 1,293,000
Contents 983,691
Swasey Central School 216.002.000 Land 205,000
Building 6,205,300
Contents 773,200
Fire Department 217.111.000 Land 312,000
Building 2,151,200
Contents 298,733




Town Cemetery 215.021.000 Land 120,300
Scrabble Road 209.025.000 Land 91,900
Off Middle Road 216.030.000 Land 49,100
Rte 125 216.032.000 Land 189,600
Michael Bennett Road 213.017.000 Land 88,800
Middle Road 211.023.000 Land 94,600
Middle Road 215.001.000 Land 27,500
Middle Road 215.022.000 Land 16,700
Middle Road 217.103.000 Land 164,100
North Road 203.002.000 Land 16,400
Riverside Drive 224.062.000 Land 67,100
Prescott Road 207.042.000 Land 15,300
Rear, Old Danville Road 224.040.000 Land 20,600
Peabody Drive 220.001.000 Land 131,600
Peabody Drive 222.033.000 Land 9,100
Lyford Lane 208.055.000 Land 139,000
South Road 222.001.000 Land 163,800
South Road 222.046.000 Land 147,500
South Road 222.056.000 Land 100
South Road 223.011.000 Land 38,200
Cemetery, South  Road 223.045.000 Land 60,500
Haigh Road 222.008.000 Land 60,700
Haigh Road 214.117.000 Land 94,600
Pickpocket Road 213.030.001 Land 99,700
Robinson Street 214.050.000 Land 175,500
Kadra Street 224.049.000 Land 100
Birch Road 204.018.000 Land 1,600
Deer Hill Road 211.032.000 Land 2,900
Route 27 202.009.000 Land 11,200
Off Route 27 202.005.000 Land 47,900
Off Route 125 201.004.000 Land 57,400
Ole Gordon Road 218.049.000 Land 7,500
TOTAL 17,128,714























POLICE DEPARTMENT  735,839
FIRE DEPARTMENT  425,945
LOSS COMMITTEE 240
CODE ENFORCEMENT 54,311
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT  14,875
MOSQUITO CONTROL 30,500
ROAD MAINTENANCE  381,521
SNOW REMOVAL 105,430
STREET LIGHTING 250
SOLID WASTE COLLECTION  169,815










TOTAL OPERATING BUDGET $3,504,334
WARRANT ARTICLES:
Road Repairs 350,000
HWY Lease Purchase 18,524
CASA 500
HAVEN 3,050
FD Vehicle Lease Purchase 88,995
PD Cruiser 23,190
PD Tablets 11,888
C/R - Bridge Repairs 50,000
C/R - Highway Vehicles 25,000
C/R - FD Vehicle Replace 85,058
C/R - FD Vehicle Replace 25,000
C/R - HWY Addition 50,000
C/R - Building Repairs 50,000
C/R - Revaluation 25,000
C/R - Software 20,000
C/R - IT Hardware 20,000
C/R - Solar Array 17,000
Prescott Road Bond 617,000
TOTAL WARRANT ARTICLES $1,480,205
TOTAL BUDGET $4,984,539




 2017 SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION        
LAND, IMPROVED AND UNIMPROVED 175,004,735    
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS 314,498,709    
COMMERCIAL/INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS 55,046,525      
MANUFACTURED HOUSING 1,431,840        
DISCREITIONARY PRESERVATION EASEMENTS 16,075             
PUBLIC UTILITIES, ELECTRIC 22,495,500      
VALUATION BEFORE EXEMPTIONS                  568,493,384    
          LESS EXEMPTIONS (1,562,500)       
NET VALUATION ON WHICH TAX RATE IS COMPUTED      566,930,884    
          MINUS PUBLIC UTILITIES (22,495,500)     
NET VALUATION W/O UTILITIES ON WHICH TAX RATE 544,435,384    




LOCAL SCHOOL RATE 17.12










PLODZIK & SANDERSON 
Professional Association/Accountants & Auditors 
193 North Main Street • Concord • New Hampshire • 03301 -5063 • 603-225-6996 • FAX 603-224-1380 
INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT 
To the Members of the Select board 
Town of Brentwood 
Brentwood, New Hampshire 
We have audited the accompanying financial statements of the governmental activities, major fund, and aggregate remaining 
fund information of the Town of Brentwood as of and for the year ended December 31, 2016, and the related notes to the 
financial statements, which collectively comprise the Town's basic financial statements as listed in the table of contents.  
Management's Responsibility for the Financial Statements 
Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these financial statements in accordance with accounti ng 
principles generally accepted in the United States of America; this includes the design, implementation, and maintenance of 
internal control relevant to the preparation and fair presentation of financial statements that are free from material missta tement, 
whether due to fraud or error. 
Auditor's Responsibility 
Our responsibility is to express opinions on these financial statements based on our audit. We conducted our audit in accorda nce 
with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America. Those standards require that we plan and perform 
the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free from material misstatement.  
An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. 
The procedures selected depend on the auditor's judgment, including the assessment of the risks of material misstatement of t he 
financial statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk assessment s, the auditor considers internal control 
relevant to the Town's preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements in order to design audit procedures that  are 
appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the Town's internal 
control. Accordingly, we express no such opinion. An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policie s 
used and the reasonableness of significant accounting estimates made by management, as  well as evaluating the overall 
presentation of the financial statements. 
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our audit opinions. 
Opinions 
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the respective financial position 
of the governmental activities, major fund, and the aggregate remaining fund information of the Town of Brentwood as of 
December 31, 2016, and the respective changes in financial position and the budgetary comparison for the general fund for the 
year then ended, in accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America.  
Emphasis of Matter 
As discussed in Notes 1-E and 4 to the basic financial statements, effective January 1, 2016 the Town adopted the provisions of 
Governmental Accounting Standards Board (GASB) Statement No. 72, Fair Value Measurement, and Application. As a result 
of the implementation of GASB Statement No. 72, the Town dis closed its investments in accordance with the fair value 
hierarchy. Our opinions are not modified with respect to this matter.  
Other Matters 
Required Supplementary Information - Accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America require that 
the Management's Discussion and Analysis (pages 3 - 8), the Schedule of Funding Progress for Other Postemployrnent Benefit  
Plan (page 36), the Schedule of the Town's Proportionate Share of Net Pension Liability (page 37), and the Schedule of Town  
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Contributions (page 38) be presented to supplement the basic financial statements. Such information, although not a part of the 
basic financial statements, is required by the Governmental Accounting Standards Board, who considers them to be an essential  
part of financial reporting for placing the basic financial statements in an appropriate operational, economic, or historical context. 
We have applied certain limited procedures to the required supplementary information in accordance with auditing standards 
generally accepted in the United States of America, which consisted of inquiries of management about the methods of preparing 
the information and comparing the information for consistency with management's responses to our inquiries, the basic financi al 
statements, and other knowledge we obtained during our audit of the basic financial statements. We do not express an opinion or 
provide any assurance on the information because the limited procedures do not provide us with sufficient evidence to express  an 
opinion or provide any assurance. 
Other Information - Our audit was conducted for the purpose of forming opinions on the financial statements that collectively 
comprise the Town of Brentwood's basic financial statements. The combining and individual fund schedules are p resented for 
purposes of additional analysis and are not a required part of the basic financial statements.  
The combining and individual fund schedules are the responsibility of management and were derived from and relate directly to  
the underlying accounting and other records used to prepare the basic financial statements. Such information has been subjected 
to the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the basic financial statements and certain additional procedures, includin g 
comparing and reconciling such information directly to the underlying accounting and other records used to prepare the basic 
financial statements or to the basic financial statements themselves, and other additional procedures in accordance with audi ting 
standards generally accepted in the United States of America. In our opinion, the combining and individual fund schedules are 





































                                           Town Clerk's Report
January 1, 2017 to December 31, 2017
Automobile Permits                                                                            $514,087.00$1,007,005.30
Automobile Decals                                                                                    7,587.50                                $14,517.50
Plate Maintenance $92.50
Postage Fees $4,543.00
Automobile Title Fees                                                                                1530.00                                   $2,768.00
Boat Registrations $2,315.70
Boat Decals $750.00
Fishing & Hunting Licenses $934.00
OHRV Registrations $5,453.00
Dog Licenses                                                                                            2,2281.00$4,393.00
Dog Fines                                                                                    4    $2,983.50
Dog fees collected for the State                                                                                 694.00$1,794.00                                     
Vital Records $2,140.00
Marriage License Fees $950.00
Miscellaneous Fees $1,868.00
Total Remitted to the Town $1,052,507.50
Refunds $129.50
YTD Total Permits Issued 6436
Respectfully  Submitted,






















       - BRENTWOOD -
Child's Name Birth Date Birth Place Father's/Partner's Name Mother's Name
MASSE, MADELINE MARIE 03/23/17 EXETER, NH MASSE, DAVID MASSE, ASHLEY
CROTEAU, QUINTIN JEFFREY 09/19/17 EXETER, NH CROTEAU, ADAM CROTEAU, MEGAN
MORGAN, GABRIEL LUKE 11/21/17 EXETER, NH MORGAN, JONATHAN MORGAN, KATHLEEN




           - BRENTWOOD -
Person A's Name and Residence Person B's Name and Residence Town of Issuance Place of Marriage Date of Marriage
MACDONALD, LYDIA R SMITH, DEREK M BRENTWOOD NEW CASTLE 03/18/17
BRENTWOOD, NH BRENTWOOD, NH
ALMON, DUSTIN A PERKINS, CAITLIN R BRENTWOOD WOLFEBORO 07/29/17
BRENTWOOD, NH BRENTWOOD, NH
KING, PETER E TONRY, JESSICA D BRENTWOOD HAMPTON FALLS 08/05/17
BRENTWOOD, NH BRENTWOOD, NH
HOWE, CHRISTINE S JONES JR, STEPHEN D BRENTWOOD EXETER 08/18/17
BRENTWOOD, NH BRENTWOOD, NH
MEEHAN, CHRISTOPHER P WOODWARD, RACHEL M BRENTWOOD BRENTWOOD 08/28/17
BRENTWOOD, NH BRENTWOOD, NH
MCNEIL, JULIA M JOPE, CHRISTOPHER BRENTWOOD BRENTWOOD 09/09/17
BRENTWOOD, NH BRENTWOOD, NH
CHALMERS, MATTHEW J BATCHELDER, SARAH A BRENTWOOD NEWTON 09/16/17
BRENTWOOD, NH BRENTWOOD, NH
ERNEST, MICHAEL S EPLING, CHELSEA P BRENTWOOD BRENTWOOD 09/23/17
BRENTWOOD, NH BRENTWOOD, NH
HAYES, SEAN J LAUERMANN, MATILDA P STRATHAM SOMERSWORTH 12/16/17
STRATHAM, NH BRENTWOOD, NH






     BRENTWOOD, NH
Mother's/Parent's Name Prior to
Decedent's Name Death Date Death Place Father's/Parent's Name First Marriage/Civil Union Military
BRALEY, ROY 01/08/17 BRENTWOOD BRALEY, CHESTER BICKFORD, LINDA N
BEARCE, WINIFRED 01/09/17 BRENTWOOD GREEN, CLARENCE WILCOX, CECILIA N
THOMPSON, LUCILLE 01/19/17 BRENTWOOD THOMPSON, WILLIAM MCGOWEN. SARA N
DAVITT, ANNA 01/23/17 BRENTWOOD FLANAGAN, JAMES BOSTWICK, CARRIE N
MUNROE, BARBARA 01/30/17 BRENTWOOD ROLLINS, ERNEST BURROWS, JULIA N
RIOUX, JAMES 01/31/17 HAMPTON RIOUX, JEAN PAUL MAVRAKOS, DOROTHY Y
YAROSEWICK, HELEN 02/03/17 BRENTWOOD WALENCIK, MICHAL WALENCIK, ANTONINA N
WHARF, MADELEINE 02/07/17 BRENTWOOD LESSARD, ALPHONSE VENEE, MARION N
SURETTE JR, JOHN 02/13/17 BRENTWOOD SUREETE SR, JOHN MUISE, MARION Y
VAN KAMPEN, CARL 02/13/17 EXETER VAN KAMPEN, ANDREW SWZART, HENRIETTA Y
GILBERT, WILLIAM 02/17/17 BRENTWOOD GILBERT, ARCHER HOFFMAN, ELSIE Y
FORLONG, ELSA 02/19/17 BRENTWOOD SIMON, ERNESTO TAUPIER, CRISTINA N
WHITTEN, DAWN 02/20/17 BRENTWOOD POST, MELVIN SMITH, DORIS N
BYRON, THOMAS 02/22/17 DOVER BYRON, RALPH ATWOOD, DOROTHY N
WISCARVA, ROTHA 03/05/17 BRENTWOOD ELDRIDGE, ALFRED KENNETT, ALICE N
GORSKI, CARL 03/09/17 EXETER GORSKI, ALEXANDER HEBERT, ALVA N
NORDIN, JOAN 03/20/17 BRENTWOOD NORDIN, WARREN LEWIS, DOROTHY N
FOURNIER, GLORIA 03/20/17 BRENTWOOD VANCOUR, EDGAR SCHOFF, DELLA N
EVANS, SUSAN 04/02/17 BRENTWOOD EVANS, PAUL GOUDIE, DORIS N
SCHULER-COSSETTE, LAURA 04/06/17 BRENTWOOD SCHULER, THOMAS CARSON, BARBARA N
GAUDETTE, MIRIAM 04/07/17 BRENTWOOD GAUDETTE, LEO FINN, ALICE N
FULLER, AARON 04/08/17 BRENTWOOD FULLER, RONALD FRENCH, DARLENE N
RIZZO JR, JAMES 05/13/17 BRENTWOOD RIZZO SR, JAMES GAGNON, BRENDA N
MORGAN, MICHAEL 06/18/17 BRENTWOOD MORGAN, ARTHUR ROY, ALICE N
MELINE, STEPHEN 06/26/17 KENSINGTON MELINE, DAVID BALTIMORE, PAULINE N
DALY, JEANETTE 06/27/17 BRENTWOOD LIBBY, PHILIP LAMONT, CELIA N
TURGEON, RAYMOND 07/04/17 CONCORD TURGEON, ROLAND WATTS, ANITA N
REED SR, MALCOLM 07/18/17 BRENTWOOD REED, JOHN MALONE, MILDRED Y
HUTCHINSON, HEIDI 08/11/17 BRENTWOOD HUTCHINSON JR, HAROLDWOODWORTH, VIRGINIA N
GILMORE, ROBERT 08/13/17 EXETER GILMORE, HOWARD MACGREGOR, CARMEN N
HILLER, LORNA 09/01/17 BRENTWOOD HILLER, LEROY ROYAL, ETHEL N
DUNBAR, DOROTHY 09/02/17 EXETER LOOMIS, GEORGE WOOD, HELEN N
PAGE, LINDA 09/06/17 BRENTWOOD HOITT, ROY SANBORN, EDNA N
LEAHY, CLAIRE 09/13/17 BRENTWOOD CONNOLLY, WILLIAM DION, BERTHA N
EVANS, MARY JANE 09/17/17 EXETER BROWN, GEORGE BICKFORD, LURAINA N
VOLIS, ANDREW 10/01/17 PORTSMOUTH VOLIS, LOUIS BATSAKIS, ASEMO Y
HANNA, ROBERT 10/10/17 BRENTWOOD HANNA, WALTER UNKNOWN, BERYL N
CROWLEY, SHIRLEY 10/14/17 BRENTWOOD NASON, HAROLD GILPATRIC, CORA N
MUNROE, SHIRLEY 10/23/17 BRENTWOOD RAYMOND, ELLERY JONES, FLORENCE N
SOBOZENSKI, ALMA 11/03/17 EXETER POLIQUIN, ALFRED LANOIS, GEORGIANNE N
HYNDS, CALLEE 11/18/17 LEBANON HYNDS, GREGORY NICHOLSON, TIFFANY N
LASCOLA, YVETTE 11/21/17 BRENTWOOD ROY, JOSEPH EMOND, ANNA N
PELCHAT, HELEN 11/27/17 BRENTWOOD TIMMINS, JOHN GUSTAFSON, ELLEN N
POND, GAIL 11/27/17 BRENTWOOD ROGERS, NAPOLEON IRWIN, LILLIAN N
KENT, MARION 12/02/17 BRENTWOOD MALYK, NICHOLAS SCHUBECK, ANNA N
DUTTON, NATALIE 12/05/17 BRENTWOOD TAYLOR, PRENTISS TEMPLE, MADELON N
ORCUTT, EUGENE 12/06/17 EXETER ORCUTT, GEORGE HOGLE, DOROTHY N
MICHAUD, DORIS 12/15/17 BRENTWOOD ST LAURENT, EDWARD JACQUES, EXERINA N
PELLETIER, BEATRICE 12/21/17 BRENTWOOD TETRAULT, JOSEPH JEAN, BEATRICE N
COFFEY, JUNE 12/24/17 BRENTWOOD TREFETHEN, HAROLD HARRISON, MARY N
RUSSELL, RAYMOND 12/27/17 BRENTWOOD RUSSELL, RAYMOND HUGHES, DOROTHY Y
TOTAL NUMBER OF RECORDS 51
The Reports of Births, Marriages, and Deaths are a True and Accurate Record to the Best of my Knowledge
Attest:______________________________________





IMPACT FEES ACCOUNT – 2017 
 
Beginning Balance 1/1/2017      $ 62,166.34 
Fees Collected                      49,029.72 
Interest Income               152.28 
Less Disbursements: 
   Recreation              0  
   Swasey School                       0 
   Co-op Middle School                   0 
   Exeter High School                   0 
Town Office Bldg     10,966.05 
Police              0 
Fire Dept.                    0  
Library                     0 
Subtotal                  10,966.05 
 




AMBULANCE REVOLVING FUND - 2017 
 
 Balance 1/1/2017      $144,388.85 
 Ambulance fees collected                  174,023.83 
 Interest Income                 21.83  
                   
 
 Less Disbursements: 
  Overpayments Refunded            1650.39 
  Reimburse General Fund         93,617.07 
     
  




POLICE DETAIL REVOLVING FUND - 2017 
 
 Balance 1/1/2017        $      1,157.52 
 Police Detail fees collected           128,517.89 
 Interest Income                     69.27  
                   
 Less Reimbursements to General Fund         110,128.09 
     for Payroll related expenses & cruiser 
                   





















ACTUAL AND BUDGETED EXPENDITURES 
JANUARY – DECEMBER 2017 
 
2017 2017 Balance Percent
Account Number Account Description Budget Actual Remaining Left
EXECUTIVE OFFICE
Executive Office
01-4130-01-130 EXC - SELECTMEN 13,760 13,760 0 0.00%
01-4130-01-225 EXC - FICA/MEDICARE 1,053 1,059 -6 -0.55%
01-4130-01-250 EXC - DRUG/ALCOHOL TESTING 500 659 -159 -31.70%
01-4130-01-251 EXC - PRE EMP PHYSICALS 600 0 600 100.00%
01-4130-01-252 EXC - RECRUITMENT EXPENSES 1,200 881 319 26.59%
01-4130-01-253 EXC - ANNUAL MEDICAL EXAMS 3,500 2,229 1,271 36.31%
01-4130-01-299 EXC - LOSAP 5,000 0 5,000 100.00%
01-4130-01-551 EXC - ADVERTISING/NOTICES 1,300 1,267 33 2.51%
01-4130-01-562 EXC - CONSORTIUM 175 175 0 0.00%
01-4130-01-570 EXC - BOOKS & PUBLICATIONS 1 0 1 100.00%
01-4130-01-689 EXC - FLORAL TRIBUTES 400 390 10 2.46%
01-4130-01-999 EXC - CONTINGENCIES 0 0 0 0.00%
Total Executive Office 27,489 20,420 7,069 25.72%
Tow n Administrator
01-4130-02-110 T/A - SALARIES 66,898 66,898 0 0.00%
01-4130-02-206 T/A - DEFERRED COMPENSATION 0 0 0 0.00%
01-4130-02-210 T/A - HEALTH INSURANCE 21,561 21,560 1 0.00%
01-4130-02-211 T/A - IN LIEU OF INSURANCE 0 0 0 0.00%
01-4130-02-212 T/A - DENTAL INSURANCE 175 172 3 1.94%
01-4130-02-214 T/A - SHORT TERM DISABILITY 267 266 1 0.22%
01-4130-02-215 T/A - LIFE INSURANCE 137 120 17 12.41%
01-4130-02-225 T/A - FICA/MEDICARE 5,118 5,014 104 2.02%
01-4130-02-230 T/A - NH RETIREMENT 7,544 7,544 0 0.01%
01-4130-02-240 T/A - PROFESSIONAL TRAINING 1,200 1,250 -50 -4.17%
01-4130-02-450 T/A - CONSULTING FEES 1 0 1 100.00%
01-4130-02-560 T/A - DUES/SUBSCRIPTIONS 115 100 15 0.00%
01-4130-02-570 T/A - BOOKS & PUBLICATIONS 1 0 1 100.00%
Total Tow n Administrator 103,017 102,924 93 0.09%
Tow n Meeting
01-4130-03-130           T/M - MODERATOR               500 500 0 0.00%
01-4130-03-552           T/M - TOWN REPORT             3,000 2,317 683 22.76%
01-4130-03-603           T/M - GENERAL SUPPLIES       1 0 1 100.00%
Total Tow n Meeting 3,501 2,817 684 19.53%





ACTUAL AND BUDGETED EXPENDITURES 
JANUARY – DECEMBER 2017 
 
2017 2017 Balance Percent
Account Number Account Description Budget Actual Remaining Left
ELECTIONS, REGISTRATIONS & VITALS
Tow n Clerk
01-4140-05-110 T/C - SALARIES - TOWN CLERK 26,874 28,946 -2,072 -7.71%
01-4140-05-115 T/C - WAGES - DEPUTY CLERK 14,419 14,246 173 1.20%
01-4140-05-120 T/C - WAGES - OFFICE CLERK 21,266 17,067 4,199 19.75%
01-4140-05-210 T/C - HEALTH INSURANCE 2,555 5,269 -2,714 -106.21%
01-4140-05-212 T/C - DENTAL INSURANCE 86 86 0 0.23%
01-4140-05-214 T/C - SHORT TERM DISABILITY 126 133 -7 -5.71%
01-4140-05-215 T/C - LIFE INSURANCE 28 30 -2 -7.14%
01-4140-05-225 T/C - FICA/MEDICARE 4,786 4,554 232 4.84%
01-4140-05-230 T/C - NH RETIREMENT 0 0 0 0.00%
01-4140-05-240 T/C - PROFESSIONAL TRAINING 500 280 220 44.00%
01-4140-05-242 T/C - CONVENTIONS 450 445 5 1.11%
01-4140-05-452 T/C - SOFTWARE SUPPORT 0 0 0 0.00%
01-4140-05-550 T/C - PRINTING 0 0 0 0.00%
01-4140-05-560 T/C - DUES/SUBSCRIPTIONS/FEES 100 359 -259 -258.60%
01-4140-05-570 T/C - BOOKS & PUBLICATIONS 0 0 0 0.00%
01-4140-05-625 T/C - POSTAGE 4,000 3,000 1,000 25.00%
01-4140-05-630 T/C - OFFICE SUPPLIES 700 1,486 -786 -112.31%
01-4140-05-680 T/C - DOG LICENSES 250 201 49 19.52%
Total Tow n Clerk 76,140 76,102 38 0.05%
Election
01-4140-06-110 E/L - SALARIES - CLERKS 800 300 500 62.50%
01-4140-06-130 E/L - SUPERVISORS 1,200 1,000 200 16.67%
01-4140-06-240 E/L - PROFESSIONAL TRAINING 100 120 -20 -20.00%
01-4140-06-290 E/L - MEALS & SERVICES 450 225 225 50.00%
01-4140-06-452 E/L - SOFTWARE SUPPORT 0 0 0 0.00%
01-4140-06-550 E/L - PRINTING 500 26 474 94.87%
01-4140-06-551 E/L - ADVERTISING/NOTICES 200 0 200 0.00%
01-4140-06-603 E/L - GENERAL SUPPLIES 2,500 1,662 838 33.51%
01-4140-06-625 E/L - POSTAGE 1 0 1 0.00%
01-4140-06-655 E/L - EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE 200 225 -25 -12.50%
Total Election 5,951 3,558 2,393 40.21%
TOTAL ELECTIONS, REGISTRATIONS, VITALS 82,091 79,659 2,432 2.96%
FINANCIAL, TAX & ASSESSING
Tax Collector
01-4150-04-110 TAX - SALARIES - COLLECTOR 26,874 28,946 -2,072 -7.71%
01-4150-04-115 TAX - WAGES - DEPUTY COLLECTOR 14,419 14,141 278 1.93%






ACTUAL AND BUDGETED EXPENDITURES 
JANUARY – DECEMBER 2017 
 
2017 2017 Balance Percent
Account Number Account Description Budget Actual Remaining Left
Tax Collector Cont'd
01-4150-04-210 TAX - HEALTH INSURANCE 2,555 5,269 -2,714 -106.21%
01-4150-04-212 TAX - DENTAL INSURANCE 86 86 0 0.23%
01-4150-04-214 TAX - SHORT TERM DISABILITY 126 133 -7 -5.71%
01-4150-04-215 TAX - LIFE INSURANCE 28 30 -2 -7.14%
01-4150-04-225 TAX - FICA/MEDICARE 4,786 4,545 241 5.04%
01-4150-04-230 TAX - NH RETIREMENT 0 0 0 0.00%
01-4150-04-240 TAX - PROFESSIONAL TRAINING 400 230 170 42.50%
01-4150-04-242 TAX - CONVENTIONS 450 440 10 2.22%
01-4150-04-315 TAX - ABSTRACTS 1,000 932 68 6.78%
01-4150-04-560 TAX - DUES/SUBSCRIPTIONS 50 115 -65 -130.00%
01-4150-04-603 TAX - GENERAL SUPPLIES 600 555 45 7.50%
Total Tax Collector 72,640 72,484 156 0.21%
Assessing
01-4150-07-311 A/S - ELECTRIC UTILITIES 8,000 8,000 0 0.00%
01-4150-07-312 A/S - PROPERTY APPRAISALS 20,000 18,020 1,980 9.90%
01-4150-07-314 A/S - MATHEMATICAL UPDATE 1 0 1 0.00%
01-4150-07-552 A/S - TOWN MAPS 3,275 2,800 475 14.50%
01-4150-07-553 A/S - TOWN AERIALS 100 0 100 100.00%
Total Assessing 31,376 28,820 2,556 8.15%
Information Systems
01-4150-08-451 I/S - HARDWARE SUPPORT 13,737 14,052 -315 -2.30%
01-4150-08-452 I/S - SOFTWARE SUPPORT 13,790 13,506 284 2.06%
01-4150-08-454 I/S - WEB SITE 1,085 1,485 -400 -36.86%
01-4150-08-455 I/S - INTERNET SERVICE 1,920 1,374 546 28.44%
01-4150-08-603 I/S - GENERAL SUPPLIES 1 0 1 100.00%
01-4150-08-740 I/S - EQUIPMENT PURCHASES 1,000 409 591 59.13%
Total Information Systems 31,533 30,826 707 2.24%
Finance
01-4150-09-110 F/A - SALARIES - TREASURER 9,373 9,373 0 0.00%
01-4150-09-115 F/A - WAGES - BOOKKEEPER/CLERK 36,470 36,163 307 0.84%
01-4150-09-130 F/A - TRUST FUND BOOKKEEPER 1 0 1 100.00%
01-4150-09-210 F/A - HEALTH INSURANCE 0 0 0 0.00%
01-4150-09-225 F/A - FICA/MEDICARE 3,507 3,484 23 0.00%
01-4150-09-301 F/A - AUDIT EXPENSE 13,000 13,000 0 0.00%




ACTUAL AND BUDGETED EXPENDITURES 
JANUARY – DECEMBER 2017 
 
2017 2017 Balance Percent
Account Number Account Description Budget Actual Remaining Left
Budget Committee
01-4150-10-115 B/C - WAGES - SECRETARY 567 146 421 74.29%
01-4150-10-225 B/C - FICA/MEDICARE 44 11 33 74.66%
01-4150-10-240 B/C - PROFESSIONAL TRAINING 150 0 150 100.00%
01-4150-10-550 B/C - PRINTING 39 0 39 100.00%
Total Budget Committee 800 157 643 80.38%
TOTAL FINANCIAL, TAX, ASSESSING 198,700 194,307 4,393 2.21%
Legal
01-4153-12-310           L/G - ENGINEERING & 2,000 800 1,200 60.00%
01-4153-12-320           L/G - TOWN ATTORNEY           35,000 19,658 15,343 43.84%
01-4153-12-322           L/G - PERAMBULATIONS          1 0 1 100.00%
01-4153-12-999           L/G - PAYMENTS TO IRS         1 0 1 100.00%
TOTAL LEGAL 37,002 20,458 16,545 44.71%
PLANNING & ZONING
Planning Board
01-4191-13-115           P/B - WAGES - SECRETARY     45,003 43,906 1,097 2.44%
01-4191-13-210           P/B - HEALTH INSURANCE       15,971 15,971 0 0.00%
01-4191-13-212           P/B - DENTAL INSURANCE       172 172 0 0.23%
01-4191-13-214           P/B - SHORT TERM 266 256 10 3.88%
01-4191-13-215           P/B - LIFE INSURANCE          100 110 -10 -9.60%
01-4191-13-225           P/B - FICA/MEDICARE           3,443 2,946 497 14.44%
01-4191-13-230           P/B - NH RETIREMENT           5,074 5,053 21 0.41%
01-4191-13-240           P/B - PROFESSIONAL 50 0 50 100.00%
01-4191-13-310           P/B - ENGINEERING & 500 300 200 40.00%
01-4191-13-320           P/B - LEGAL SERVICES          750 347 403 53.73%
01-4191-13-395           P/B - CIRCUIT RIDER           20,111 20,111 0 0.00%
01-4191-13-399           P/B - CIRCUIT RIDER/LONG 8,347 8,500 -153 -1.83%
01-4191-13-550           P/B - PRINTING                200 161 39 19.31%
01-4191-13-551           P/B - ADVERTISING/NOTICES  200 62 138 68.88%
01-4191-13-555           P/B - REGISTRY EXPENSE       30 0 30 100.00%
01-4191-13-562           P/B - ROCKINGHAM 4,631 4,631 0 0.00%
01-4191-13-600           P/B - MISCELLANEOUS 50 0 50 100.00%
01-4191-13-625           P/B - POSTAGE                 1 0 1 100.00%
01-4191-13-630           P/B - OFFICE SUPPLIES         100 18 82 82.38%
01-4191-13-740           P/B - EQUIPMENT 1 0 1 100.00%






ACTUAL AND BUDGETED EXPENDITURES 
JANUARY – DECEMBER 2017 
 
2017 2017 Balance Percent
Account Number Account Description Budget Actual Remaining Left
Zoning Board
01-4191-14-115           ZBA - WAGES                   1,000 908 92 9.24%
01-4191-14-225           ZBA - FICA/MEDICARE           76 61 15 19.84%
01-4191-14-551           ZBA - ADVERTISING/NOTICES 300 271 29 9.65%
01-4191-14-625           ZBA - POSTAGE                 1 0 1 100.00%
Total Zoning Board 1,377 1,240 137 9.98%
TOTAL PLANNING & ZONING 106,377 103,783 2,594 2.44%
Government Buildings
01-4194-16-115 G/B - WAGES - CUSTODIAN 15,000 15,000 0 0.00%
01-4194-16-210 G/B - HEALTH INSURANCE 0 0 0 0.00%
01-4194-16-225 G/B - FICA/MEDICARE 180 77 103 57.10%
01-4194-16-230 G/B - NH RETIREMENT 0 0 0 0.00%
01-4194-16-410 G/B - ELECTRIC 12,600 14,237 -1,637 -12.99%
01-4194-16-411 G/B - HEATING OIL/GAS 6,000 5,479 521 8.68%
01-4194-16-430 G/B - BUILDING IMPROVEMENTS 1,500 1,215 285 19.03%
01-4194-16-438 G/B - FIRE ALARM CONTRACT 3,160 648 2,512 79.49%
01-4194-16-458 G/B - TELEPHONE SERV CONTRACT 1,308 1,308 0 0.00%
01-4194-16-606 G/B - CUSTODIAL SUPPLIES 1,500 656 844 56.26%
01-4194-16-633 G/B - BOTTLED WATER 350 298 52 14.73%
01-4194-16-640 G/B - TELEPHONE/COMMUNICATIONS 3,600 3,744 -144 -4.00%
01-4194-16-690 G/B - TOB REPAIRS & MAINT 7,500 9,079 -1,579 -21.06%
01-4194-16-691 G/B - GRANGE REPAIRS & MAINT 250 1,665 -1,415 0.00%
01-4194-16-692 G/B - FIRE STATION REP & MAINT 6,110 4,960 1,150 0.00%
01-4194-16-693 G/B - HIGHWAY BUILDINGS 1,000 1,990 -990 0.00%
01-4194-16-694 G/B - REC CEN REPAIRS/MAINT 2,450 2,450 0 0.00%
01-4194-16-700 G/B - LAND MAINTENANCE 2,340 1,680 661 28.23%
01-4194-16-740 G/B - EQUIPMENT PURCHASES 200 0 200 100.00%
TOTAL GOVERNMENT BUILDINGS 65,048 64,486 562 0.86%
Insurance
01-4196-11-520           INS - PROPERTY & LIABILITY  49,559 49,559 0 0.00%
01-4196-11-522           INS - WORKERS 50,335 50,335 0 0.00%
01-4196-11-528           INS - UMEMPLOYMENT COMP 1,000 0 1,000 100.00%
TOTAL INSURANCE 100,894 99,894 1,000 0.99%
Cemetery





ACTUAL AND BUDGETED EXPENDITURES 
JANUARY – DECEMBER 2017 
 
2017 2017 Balance Percent
Account Number Account Description Budget Actual Remaining Left
Cemetery Cont'd
01-4195-25-225           C/M - FICA/MEDICARE           412 416 -4 -1.03%
01-4195-25-410           C/M - ELECTRIC                200 205 -5 -2.33%
01-4195-25-662           C/M - VEHICLE FUEL & OIL      250 224 26 10.58%
01-4195-25-700           C/M - LAND MAINTENANCE      2,000 1,890 110 5.52%
01-4195-25-740           C/M - EQUIPMENT 1 0 1 0.00%
0
TOTAL CEMETERY 8,247 8,176 71 0.87%
Regional Associations
01-4197-32-801 R/A - ROCKINGHAM VNA 0 0 0 0.00%
01-4197-32-802 R/A - SEACOAST HOSPICE 0 0 0 0.00%
01-4197-32-803 R/A - AMERICAN RED CROSS 500 500 0 0.00%
01-4197-32-804 R/A - SEXUAL ASSAULT SUPPORT 0 0 0 #DIV/0!
01-4197-32-805 R/A - SEACOAST MENTAL HEALTH 1,500 1,500 0 0.00%
01-4197-32-806 R/A - LAMPREY HEALTH CARE 2,205 2,205 0 0.00%
01-4197-32-807 R/A - AREA HOMEMAKERS 0 0 0 #DIV/0!
01-4197-32-808 R/A - A SAFE PLACE 0 0 0 #DIV/0!
01-4197-32-809 R/A - CHILD & FAMILY SERVICES 2,000 2,000 0 0.00%
01-4197-32-810 R/A - RICHIE MCFARLAND 1,500 1,500 0 0.00%
01-4197-32-811 R/A - ROCKINGHAM NUTRITION 1,300 1,300 0 0.00%
01-4197-32-812 R/A - ROCK COMMUNITY ACTION 5,707 5,707 0 0.00%
01-4197-32-813 R/A - R.S.V.P. 125 125 0 0.00%
01-4197-32-816 R/A - BIG BROTHERS/BIG SISTERS 0 0 0 0.00%
TOTAL REGIONAL ASSOCIATIONS 14,837 14,837 0 0.00%
General Government
01-4199-15-280           G/G - TRAVEL/MILEAGE          2,500 2,403 97 3.87%
01-4199-15-298           G/G - VOL APPRECIATION       1 0 1 100.00%
01-4199-15-399 G/G - LONG RANGE PLANNING 0 0
01-4199-15-440           G/G - LEASED 2,500 2,267 233 9.34%
01-4199-15-451           G/G - HEALTHTRUST FEES      400 147 253 63.25%
01-4199-15-456           G/G - MISCELLANEOUS 1,000 2,069 -1,069 -106.90%
01-4199-15-552           G/G - TOWN NEWSLETTER      9,500 9,500 0 0.00%
01-4199-15-553           G/G - MICROFILM RECORDS   500 0 500 100.00%
01-4199-15-555           G/G - REGISTRY EXPENSE      375 215 160 42.73%
01-4199-15-562           G/G - NHMA DUES               4,301 4,282 19 0.44%
01-4199-15-570           G/G - BOOKS & 300 132 168 55.90%
01-4199-15-600           G/G - MISCELLANEOUS 250 94 156 62.40%





ACTUAL AND BUDGETED EXPENDITURES 
JANUARY – DECEMBER 2017 
 
2,017 2017 Balance Percent
Account Number Account Description Budget Actual Remaining Left
General Government Cont'd
01-4199-15-630           G/G - OFFICE SUPPLIES         5,500 4,858 642 11.66%
01-4199-15-688 G/G - TOWN EVENTS 1,000 1,320 -320 -31.99%
TOTAL GENERAL GOVERNMENT 33,627 32,143 1,484 4.41%
POLICE
Police
01-4210-17-110 P/D - SALARIES 383,125 378,877 4,247 1.11%
01-4210-17-115 P/D - WAGES - SECRETARY 35,611 38,703 -3,092 -8.68%
01-4210-17-116 P/D - PRIVATE DUTY 0 0 0 0.00%
01-4210-17-120 P/D - WAGES - ADMINISTRATION 7,022 7,764 -743 -10.57%
01-4210-17-130 P/D - INVESTIGATOR 500 120 380 76.00%
01-4210-17-140 P/D - OVERTIME 3,500 5,504 -2,004 -57.24%
01-4210-17-206 P/D - DEFERRED COMPENSATION 0 0 0 0.00%
01-4210-17-210 P/D - HEALTH INSURANCE 91,298 91,299 -1 0.00%
01-4210-17-211 P/D - IN LIEU OF INSURANCE 1,300 1,300 0 0.00%
01-4210-17-212 P/D - DENTAL INSURANCE 1,073 1,030 43 4.00%
01-4210-17-214 P/D - SHORT TERM DISABILITY 1,529 1,521 8 0.54%
01-4210-17-215 P/D - LIFE INSURANCE 624 666 -42 -6.79%
01-4210-17-225 P/D - FICA/MEDICARE 13,280 11,022 2,258 17.01%
01-4210-17-230 P/D - NH RETIREMENT 92,210 91,682 528 0.57%
01-4210-17-242 P/D - TRAINING 6,000 8,781 -2,781 -46.35%
01-4210-17-244 P/D - FIREARMS QUALIFICATION 4,500 3,929 571 12.69%
01-4210-17-270 P/D - COURT FEES 500 479 21 4.18%
01-4210-17-280 P/D - TRAVEL/MILEAGE 100 494 -394 -394.48%
01-4210-17-295 P/D - UNIFORMS 6,000 5,203 797 13.28%
01-4210-17-320 P/D - PROSECUTOR 12,288 12,288 0 0.00%
01-4210-17-452 P/D - SOFTWARE SUPPORT 4,874 6,000 -1,126 -23.10%
01-4210-17-453 P/D - IMC SOFTWARE SUPPORT 12,634 10,503 2,131 16.87%
01-4210-17-560 P/D - DUES/SUBSCRIPTIONS 4,520 4,075 445 9.85%
01-4210-17-600 P/D - MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES 200 164 36 17.88%
01-4210-17-630 P/D - OFFICE SUPPLIES 3,150 3,556 -406 -12.89%
01-4210-17-640 P/D - TELEPHONE/COMMUNICATIONS 4,000 4,771 -771 -19.27%
01-4210-17-658 P/D - RADIO REPAIRS 1 714 -713 -71297.00%
01-4210-17-660 P/D - VEHICLE REPAIRS 13,000 12,250 750 5.77%
01-4210-17-662 P/D - VEHICLE FUEL & OIL 25,000 17,689 7,311 29.24%
01-4210-17-682 P/D - MUTUAL AID 1 0 1 100.00%
01-4210-17-740 P/D - EQUIPMENT PURCHASES 10,269 14,663 -4,394 -42.79%






ACTUAL AND BUDGETED EXPENDITURES 
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2,017 2017 Balance Percent
Account Number Account Description Budget Actual Remaining Left
FIRE DEPARTMENT
Fire Department
01-4220-19-110 F/D - SALARIES 95,000 90,722 4,278 4.50%
01-4220-19-111 F/D - WAGES - F/T FIREFIGHTERS 92,223 88,288 3,935 4.27%
01-4220-19-113 F/D - CODE WORK 0 0 0 0.00%
01-4220-19-115 F/D - WAGES - SECRETARY 12,441 13,494 -1,053 -8.47%
01-4220-19-140 F/D - OVERTIME 10,000 10,103 -103 0.00%
01-4220-19-210 F/D - HEALTH INSURANCE 15,970 15,971 -1 0.00%
01-4220-19-211 F/D - IN LIEU OF INSURANCE 1,300 1,300 0 0.00%
01-4220-19-212 F/D - DENTAL INSURANCE 568 172 396 69.79%
01-4220-19-214 F/D - SHORT TERM DISABILITY 305 512 -207 -68.03%
01-4220-19-215 F/D - LIFE INSURANCE 172 222 -50 -28.84%
01-4220-19-220 F/D - ADMINISTRATION 63,720 47,220 16,500 25.89%
01-4220-19-225 F/D - FICA/MEDICARE 14,571 11,920 2,651 18.19%
01-4220-19-230 F/D - NH RETIREMENT 31,204 31,204 0 0.00%
01-4220-19-240 F/D - PROFESSIONAL TRAINING 2,500 1,815 685 0.00%
01-4220-19-242 F/D - TRAINING 12,360 9,742 2,618 21.18%
01-4220-19-298 F/D - PROTECTIVE GEAR 9,000 10,673 -1,673 -18.58%
01-4220-19-410 F/D - ELECTRIC 9,300 7,693 1,607 17.28%
01-4220-19-411 F/D - HEATING OIL/GAS 9,000 8,518 482 5.35%
01-4220-19-560 F/D - DUES/SUBSCRIPTIONS 5,290 4,233 1,057 19.99%
01-4220-19-603 F/D - GENERAL SUPPLIES 5,400 5,651 -251 -4.65%
01-4220-19-640 F/D - TELEPHONE/COMMUNICATIONS 4,000 4,625 -625 -15.63%
01-4220-19-655 F/D - EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE 3,900 12,989 -9,089 -233.05%
01-4220-19-658 F/D - RADIO REPAIRS 2,000 1,353 648 32.38%
01-4220-19-660 F/D - VEHICLE REPAIRS 16,220 15,480 740 4.56%
01-4220-19-662 F/D - VEHICLE FUEL & OIL 7,500 6,391 1,109 14.79%
01-4220-19-683 F/D - FORESTRY 1 0 1 100.00%
01-4220-19-690 F/D - BLDG REPAIRS & MAINT 1,000 555 445 44.52%
01-4220-19-740 F/D - EQUIPMENT PURCHASES 8,675 21,145 -12,470 -143.75%
0
TOTAL FIRE DEPARTMENT 433,620 421,989 11,631 2.68%
Joint Loss Management
01-4225-26-115 JLM - WAGES 240 238 2 0.89%
01-4225-26-225 JLM - FICA/MEDICARE 0 0 0 0.00%
01-4225-26-242 JLM - TRAINING 0 0 0 0.00%
01-4225-26-562           JLM - CONSORTIUM              0 0 0 0.00%
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Code Enforcement
01-4240-20-110 C/E - SALARIES 41,600 41,700 -100 -0.24%
01-4240-20-210 C/E - HEALTH INSURANCE 5,989 3,993
01-4240-20-225 C/E - FICA/MEDICARE 3,182 3,190 -8 -0.25%
01-4240-20-240 C/E - PROFESSIONAL TRAINING 400 0
01-4240-20-280 C/E - TRAVEL & MILEAGE 840 1,172
01-4240-20-397 C/E - DRIVEWAY FEES 1,700 900 800 47.06%
01-4240-20-550 C/E - PRINTING 100 41 59 0.00%
01-4240-20-560 C/E - DUES/SUBSCRIPTIONS 200 140 60 0.00%
01-4240-20-570 C/E - BOOKS & PUBLICATIONS 300 344 -44 -14.65%
0
TOTAL CODE ENFORCEMENT 54,311 51,480 2,831 5.21%
Emergency Management
01-4290-27-110           E/M - SALARIES                3,250 986 2,264 69.67%
01-4290-27-225           E/M - FICA/MEDICARE           275 75 200 72.58%
01-4290-27-242           E/M - TRAINING                100 0 100 0.00%
01-4290-27-290           E/M - MEALS & SERVICES        300 132 168 56.14%
01-4290-27-603           E/M - GENERAL SUPPLIES       1,200 670 530 0.00%
01-4290-27-640           E/M - PHONE/COMMUNICATION 1,250 606 644 51.53%
01-4290-27-810 E/M - SEABROOK STATION 8,500 0 8,500 100.00%
0
TOTAL EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT 14,875 2,468 12,407 83.41%
MOSQUITO CONTROL
01-4299-24-680 M/C - MOSQUITO CONTROL 30,500 26,500 4,000 13.11%
TOTAL MOSQUITO CONTROL 30,500 26,800 3,700 12.13%
PUBLIC WORKS
Highw ay
01-4312-21-110 HWY - SALARIES 164,512 144,680 19,832 12.05%
01-4312-21-115 HWY - WAGES - MOWING 0 0 0 0.00%
01-4312-21-140 HWY - OVERTIME 4,000 4,278 -278 -6.94%
01-4312-21-210 HWY - HEALTH INSURANCE 50,574 42,588 7,986 15.79%
01-4312-21-211 HWY - IN LIEU OF INSURANCE 0 0 0
01-4312-21-212 HWY - DENTAL INSURANCE 687 515 172 25.07%
01-4312-21-214 HWY - SHORT TERM DISABILITY 800 742 58 7.23%
01-4312-21-215 HWY - LIFE INSURANCE 400 324 76 19.00%
01-4312-21-225 HWY - FICA/MEDICARE 12,892 9,942 2,950 22.88%
01-4312-21-230 HWY - NH RETIREMENT 15,905 17,689 -1,784 -11.21%
01-4312-21-242 HWY - TRAINING 600 264 336 56.00%
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Highw ay Cont'd
01-4312-21-410 HWY - ELECTRIC 3,500 2,987 513 14.66%
01-4312-21-411 HWY - HEATING OIL/GAS 8,000 4,364 3,636 45.45%
01-4312-21-445 HWY - EQUIPMENT RENTAL/MOWING 7,000 6,500 500 7.14%
01-4312-21-630 HWY - OFFICE SUPPLIES 150 0 150 100.00%
01-4312-21-640 HWY - TELEPHONE/COMMUNICATIONS 2,900 2,704 196 6.74%
01-4312-21-656 HWY - MOWING EQUIPMENT 2,000 1,220 780 39.00%
01-4312-21-660 HWY - VEHICLE REPAIRS 25,000 34,366 -9,366 -37.46%
01-4312-21-662 HWY - VEHICLE FUEL & OIL 25,000 15,000 10,000 40.00%
01-4312-21-670 HWY - SUPPLIES & PARTS 5,500 6,988 -1,488 -27.05%
01-4312-21-671 HWY - HAND TOOLS 2,000 136 1,864 93.20%
01-4312-21-672 HWY - SIGNS 2,000 1,342 658 32.89%
01-4312-21-673 HWY - GUARD RAILS 3,500 0 3,500 100.00%
01-4312-21-674 HWY - CULVERTS/BASINS 1,000 80 920 92.00%
01-4312-21-675 HWY - CRUSHED STONE/GRAVEL 1,000 560 440 44.00%
01-4312-21-676 HWY - COLD PATCH 2,500 2,916 -416 -16.64%
01-4312-21-684 HWY - CARE OF TREES 3,500 1,275 2,225 63.57%
01-4312-21-690 HWY - BLDG REPAIRS & MAINT 1 445 -444 0.00%
01-4312-21-730 HWY - ROAD CONSTRUCTION 30,000 0 30,000 100.00%
01-4312-21-740 HWY - EQUIPMENT PURCHASES 5,000 1 5,000 99.99%
Total Highw ay 381,521 303,375 78,146 20.48%
Snow  & Ice Control
01-4312-22-110 SIC - SALARIES 1 10,166 -10,165 0.00%
01-4312-22-115 SIC - WAGES - SEASONAL 7,184 8,243 -1,059 -14.74%
01-4312-22-140 SIC - OVERTIME 10,000 13,307 -3,307 -33.07%
01-4312-22-225 SIC - FICA/MEDICARE 1,315 2,374 -1,059 -80.55%
01-4312-22-230 SIC - NH RETIREMENT 0 0 0 0.00%
01-4312-22-445 SIC - EQUIPMENT RENTAL 1,000 0 1,000 100.00%
01-4312-22-655 SIC - EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE 7,000 4,979 2,021 28.87%
01-4312-22-668 SIC - VEHICLE PARTS 2,500 2,232 268 10.72%
01-4312-22-680 SIC - SAND/SALT/COLD PATCH 76,430 78,826 -2,396 -3.13%
Total Snow  & Ice Control 105,430 120,127 -14,697 -13.94%
TOTAL PUBLIC WORKS 486,951 423,503 63,448 13.03%
Street Lighting
01-4316-23-410           S/L - STREET LIGHTING         250 0 250 100.00%
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WASTE COLLECTION & DISPOSAL
Recycling
01-4323-28-393           W/C - CURBSIDE RECYCLING 46,350 46,315 35 0.08%
01-4323-28-606           W/C - RECY SUPPLIES/BINS    315 0 315 100.00%
Total Recycling 46,665 46,315 350 0.75%
Waste Collection
01-4323-29-394           W/C - RUBBISH COLLECTION  123,150 123,150 0 0.00%
TOTAL WASTE COLLECTION 169,815 169,425 390 0.23%
Waste Disposal
01-4324-29-396           W/D - LANDFILL FEES           100,000 78,716 21,284 21.28%
01-4324-29-562           W/D - SRR DUES                4,685 3,738 947 20.21%
TOTAL WASTE DISPOSAL 104,685 82,454 22,231 21.24%
Animal Control
01-4414-30-110           ACO - SALARIES                7,574 3,094 4,480 59.15%
01-4414-30-225           ACO - FICA/MEDICARE           579 287 292 0.00%
01-4414-30-242           ACO - TRAINING                100 1,095 -995 0.00%
01-4414-30-280           ACO - TRAVEL/MILEAGE          650 1,165 -515 0.00%
01-4414-30-391           ACO - NHSPCA                  250 340 -90 0.00%
01-4414-30-392           ACO - VETERINARY 250 0 250 0.00%
01-4414-30-640           ACO - PHONE/COMMUNICATION 420 454 -34 0.00%
01-4414-30-740           ACO - EQUIPMENT 100 480 -380 0.00%
TOTAL ANIMAL CONTROL 9,923 6,915 3,009 30.32%
Health Officer
01-4419-31-130           H/O - HEALTH OFFICER          1 0 1 100.00%
TOTAL HEALTH OFFICER 1 0 1 100.00%
WELFARE
Welfare
01-4442-35-110           W/F - SALARIES                2,575 2,575 0 0.00%
01-4442-35-225           W/F - FICA/MEDICARE           197 197 0 0.02%
01-4442-35-562           W/F - DUES                    0 0 0 0.00%
01-4442-35-685           W/F - DIRECT ASSISTANCE     4,500 677 3,823 84.95%
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Recreation
01-4520-40-110           REC - SALARIES - DIRECTOR  35,360 35,709 -349 -0.99%
01-4520-40-210 REC - HEALTH INSURANCE 10,648 10,647 1 0.01%
01-4520-40-212 REC - DENTAL INSURANCE 172 172 0 0.23%
01-4520-40-214 REC - SHORT TERM DISABILITY 225 205 20 8.73%
01-4520-40-215 REC - LIFE INSURANCE 90 88 2 2.22%
01-4520-40-225           REC - FICA/MEDICARE           2,706 2,732 -26 -0.95%
01-4520-40-230 REC - NH RETIREMENT 3,987 3,970 17 0.43%
01-4520-40-240 REC - TRAINING 500 508 -8 -1.60%
01-4520-40-410       REC - ELECTRIC 3,200 3,208 (8) -0.24%
01-4520-40-411 REC - HEATING OIL/GAS 2,000 898 1,102 55.09%
01-4520-40-603           REC - GENERAL SUPPLIES      500 486 14 2.81%
01-4520-40-640           REC - PHONE/COMMUNICATION 750 780 -30 -4.00%
01-4520-40-655           REC - EQUIPMENT 500 231 269 53.77%
01-4520-40-686           REC - PORTABLE TOILETS      700 700 0 0.00%
01-4520-40-688           REC - TOWN EVENTS             500 363 137 27.46%
01-4520-40-700           REC - LAND MAINTENANCE     5,600 5,599 1 0.01%
01-4520-40-705           REC - TRAILS EXPENSE          1 0 1 100.00%
01-4520-40-735           REC - LAND IMPROVEMENTS  1,300 338 962 0.00%
TOTAL RECREATION 68,739 66,635 2,104 3.06%
Library
01-4550-49-110 L/B - SALARIES 138,486 117,533 20,953 15.13%
01-4550-49-210 L/B - HEALTH INSURANCE 37,531 17,767 19,764 52.66%
01-4550-49-211 L/B - IN LIEU OF INSURANCE 0 425 -425
01-4550-49-212 L/B - DENTAL INSURANCE 348 186 162 46.58%
01-4550-49-214 L/B - SHORT TERM DISABILITY 222 279 -58 -26.01%
01-4550-49-215 L/B - LIFE INSURANCE 222 97 125 56.42%
01-4550-49-225 L/B - FICA/MEDICARE 10,594 8,580 2,014 19.01%
01-4550-49-230 L/B - NH RETIREMENT 10,650 8,268 2,382 22.37%
01-4550-49-900           L/B - QUARTERLY TRANSFER 57,308 57,308 0 0.00%
TOTAL LIBRARY 255,360 210,442 44,918 17.59%
Conservation Commission
01-4611-50-115           C/C - WAGES - SECRETARY    570 0 570 100.00%
01-4611-50-225           C/C - FICA/MEDICARE           46 0 46 100.00%
01-4611-50-240           C/C - PROFESSIONAL 140 65 75 53.57%
01-4611-50-301           C/C - AUDIT EXPENSE           1,500 0 1,500 100.00%
01-4611-50-302           C/C - EASEMENT MONITORING 3,500 3,097 403 11.51%
01-4611-50-551           C/C - ADVERTISING/NOTICES 300 0 300 100.00%
01-4611-50-562           C/C - DUES                    483 733 -250 -51.76%
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Conservation Cont'd
01-4611-50-630           C/C - OFFICE SUPPLIES         325 0 325 100.00%
01-4611-50-688           C/C - TOWN EVENTS             2,000 1,188 812 40.58%
01-4611-50-900           C/C - ANNUAL 9,778 9,778 0 0.00%
TOTAL CONSERVATION COMMISSION 18,643 14,869 3,774 20.25%
Debt Service Principal
01-4711-60-983 D/S - LIBRARY - PRINCIPAL 25,000 25,000 0 0.00%
01-4711-60-984 D/S - OPEN SPACE BOND-PRINC 85,000 85,000 0 0.00%
01-4711-60-985 D/S - FIRE STATION - PRINCIPAL 80,000 80,000 0 0.00%
01-4711-60-986 D/S - LYFORD - PRINCIPAL 15,000 15,000 0 0.00%
Total Debt Service Principal 205,000 205,000 0 0.00%
Debt Service Interest
01-4721-60-983 D/S - LIBRARY - INTEREST 8,229 8,229 0 0.00%
01-4721-60-984 D/S - OPEN SPACE BOND INTEREST 36,927 36,113 814 2.20%
01-4721-60-985 D/S - FIRE STATION - INTEREST 51,775 51,775 0 0.00%
01-4721-60-986 D/S - LYFORD - INTEREST 8,225 8,225 0 0.00%
Total Debt Service Interest 105,155 104,341 814 0.77%
Debt Service TAN
01-4723-60-980           D/S - TANS - INTEREST         30,000 970 29,030 96.77%
Total Debt Service TAN 30,000 970 29,030 96.77%
TOTAL DEBT SERVICE 340,155 310,311 29,844 8.77%
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WARRANT ARTICLES
Warrant Articles
01-4900-70-829           W/A - ROAD REPAIRS            350,000 343,960 6,040 1.73%
01-4900-70-836 W/A - PD PATROL GRANT 11,888 11,888 0 0.00%
01-4900-70-842 W/A - HWY LEASE PURCHASE 18,524 18,524 1 0.00%
01-4900-70-844 W/A - CASA 500 0 500 100.00%
01-4900-70-845 W/A - FD LEASE PURCHASE 88,995 88,995 0 0.00%
01-4900-70-841 W/A - HAVEN 3,050 3,050 0 0.00%
Total Warrant Articles 472,957 466,417 6,541 1.38%
01-4902-17-760 CAP - P/D - CRUISER 23,190 21,464 1,726 7.44%
01-4903-70-837 W/A - BOND FOR PRESCOTT ROAD 617,000 617,000 0 0.00%
Capital Reserves
01-4915-70-820           C/R - BRIDGE REPAIRS          50,000 50,000 0 0.00%
01-4915-70-821           C/R - HIGHWAY VEHICLES       25,000 25,000 0 0.00%
01-4915-70-822 C/R - FD VEHICLE REPLACEMENT 110,058 110,058 0 0.00%
01-4915-70-824 C/R - HWY ADDITION 50,000 50,000 0 0.00%
01-4915-70-829 C/R - BUILDING REPAIRS 50,000 50,000 0 0.00%
01-4915-70-830 C/R - REVALUATION 25,000 25,000 0 0.00%
01-4915-70-831 C/R - TOB SOFTWARE 20,000 20,000 0 0.00%
01-4915-70-832 C/R - IT HARDWARE 20,000 20,000 0 0.00%
01-4915-70-833 C/R - SOLAR ARRAY 17,000 17,000 0 0.00%
Total Capital Reserves 1,953,162 1,938,355 14,807 0.76%
TOTAL WARRANT ARTICLES 2,426,119 2,404,772 21,348 0.88%





Employee Name Department Wages & OT Private Details Gross Wages
Abele, George PD 54410.27 18641.5 73051.77
Allison, Malcolm BUDCOM 145.80 145.80
Arsenault, Jared PD 46,816.63 9,016.00 55,832.63
Artimovich, Andrew Selectman 2,640.00 2,640.00
Belanger, Christine PD 38,879.97 38,879.97
Benoit, Sueanne Welfare 2,575.00 2,575.00
Benshemer, Paige LIB 1,149.00 1,149.00
Bergeron, Matthew FD 172.33 172.33
Bilodeau, Cody FD 20.14 20.14
Bird, Joseph FD 53,154.21 53,154.21
Brightman, Mark FD 1,047.32 1,047.32
Bryan, Jeffrey Selectman 2,640.00 2,640.00
Campbell, William FD 22,500.00 22,500.00
Christiansen, Kenneth Selectman 3,270.00 3,270.00
Clement, Karen Town Admin 66,898.00 66,898.00
Copeland, Sharon TC/TX 28,196.54 28,196.54
Crafts, Evan FD 5,883.59 5,883.59
Culligan, Keith FD 10,639.85 10,639.85
Curtis, Matthew FD 790.03 790.03
Cynewski, Alyssa FD 4,671.11 4,671.11
Decatur, Edwin FD 854.98 854.98
Demeritt, Duane HWY 51,916.98 51,916.98
Dennehy, Jocelyn REC 193.94 193.94
Dennehy, Kaitlyn REC 217.51 217.51
Donis-Wahl, Kiki LIB 6,816.95 6,816.95
Dusseault, Madelyn REC 3,234.00 3,234.00
Ellis, Jonathan Treasurer 7,330.57 7,330.57
Faria, Bill ACO 3,753.75 3,753.75
Flanders, Evalyn LIB 12,066.00 12,066.00
Frederick, Pamela V. LIB 5,442.01 5,442.01
Gagnon, Jason REC 2,412.00 2,412.00
Gallant, Joyce Dep. Treas. 2,042.43 2,042.43
Garside, Jr., Norman HWY 4,817.78 4,817.78
Gauthier, Kenneth PD 46,406.85 10,184.00 56,590.85
Gillen, Seth FD 30.21 30.21
Gordon, Joseph PD 2,375.24 2,375.24
Graham, Warren HWY 4,781.66 4,781.66
Grant, Jason FD 3,826.20 3,826.20
Greeley, Michael PD 8,047.72 4,507.00 12,554.72
Hanley, Paul PD 806.31 806.31
Hipes, Logan FD 1,134.77 1,134.77
Holston, Kurt PD 1,556.93 1,556.93
Isabel, John FD 4,561.75 4,561.75
Kaiser, Kip Building Insp 41,700.00 41,700.00
Keegal, Joyce LIB/TOB/CEM 19,821.00 19,821.00
Kenyon, Erika FD 1,259.88 1,259.88
Kenyon, William F. FD 5,655.46 5,655.46
Kilrain, Michael FD 31,740.88 31,740.88
King, Peter FD 1,167.09 1,167.09
Kirby, Andrew FD 211.47 211.47
Kozacka, Albert FD 53,895.97 53,895.97






Employee Name Wages & OT Private Details
Leach, Thomas FD 2,140.88 2,140.88
LeJeune, Vanessa FD 65.46 65.46
Lemoine, Kevin FD 24,720.00 24,720.00
Lindeman, Timothy FD 12,071.50 12,071.50
Mantegari, Robert Selectman 2,640.00 2,640.00
Markey, Jonathan FD 7,766.16 7,766.16
Mason, Carrie FD 2,106.20 2,106.20
McFarland, Paul D. EMD 65.00 65.00
McNaughton, Elise FD 292.05 292.05
Mechem, Dennis FD 1,471.64 1,471.64
Menter, David Selectman 2,710.00 2,710.00
Miller, Joyce LIB 52,509.55 52,509.55
Miner, Abigail REC 2,515.50 2,515.50
Mitchell, Erin FD 1,942.74 1,942.74
Mowbray, Rachel LIB 480.00 480.00
Murphy, Richard EMD 363.43 363.43
Patch, Kristin TC/TX 5,925.50 5,925.50
Robinson, Wayne PD/HWY 79,441.35 1,612.50 81,053.85
Rothwell, Christopher PD 6,397.68 4,903.50 11,301.18
Roy, David PD 67,610.95 4,194.50 71,805.45
Silva, Brenda FD 24,983.13 24,983.13
Smith, Jeremy HWY 42,998.52 42,998.52
Solon, Elizabeth LIB 4,950.00 4,950.00
Sperounis, Katherine LIB 16,117.19 16,117.19
St. Hilaire, Kathy PB 44,813.67 44,813.67
St. Onge, Jared FD 462.55 462.55
Standen, Scott FD 1,360.33 1,360.33
Thompson, Phyllis TC/TX 58,491.28 58,491.28
Thorsell, Carolyn Town Office 36,163.24 36,163.24
Tilbe, Jr., Donald FD 4,689.29 4,689.29
Tovey, David REC 35,709.36 35,709.36
Turner, Joshua PD 5,382.29 623.50 6,005.79
Turner, Marc PD 29,094.05 3,188.00 32,282.05
Vadeboncoeur, Donna FD 18,039.70 18,039.70
Wahl, Olivia LIB 352.00 352.00
Wells, Brett PD 55,047.38 12,547.50 67,594.88
West, Brian FD 104.46 104.46
Williams, Emily LIB 864.00 864.00
Wilson, Jacqueline LIB 3,614.54 3,614.54
Wood, Horace PD 59,123.56 24,521.50 83,645.06
Worcester, Jeremy PD 2,392.25 680.00 3,072.25
Woss, Daphne TC/TX 28,464.70 28,464.70









December 31, 2017 
 
Cash on Hand, General Fund, 12/31/2016 $6,163,357.14 
Plus:  
2017  Receipts – General Operations 16,803,474.85 
Interest Income 14,328.66 
Total Cash & Receipts 22,981,160.65 
  
Less:  
2017 Disbursements – General Operations 15,981,540.96 
Transfers to Impact Fee Accounts 
Transfer to Conservation Fund 
49,029.72 
9,778.00 
Prescott Road Bond Proceeds, Held for 2018 587,700.00 
  
Total Disbursements 16,628,048.68 
  
Cash on Hand, General Fund, 12/31/2017 6,353,111.97 
  
General Fund Checking Account 274,150.02 
Citizens Bank Money Market Account 6,078,961.95 



























Honorable Board of Selectmen 
Citizens of Brentwood 
 
For the second year the Planning Board contracted with Truslow Resource Counseling, LLC to continue the surface 
water quality sampling program to evaluate the water quality coming into and going out of Brentwood. This 
monitoring is a result of the excess nitrogen loading that is ending up in the Great Bay Estuary, as determined by the 
Department of Environmental Services.    While the results for Brentwood were again favorable, some findings 
showed that there should be further monitoring.   Brentwood’s rivers and streams all eventually lead to Great Bay, 
and this monitoring has helped to determine how much nitrogen Brentwood may or may not be contributing to the 
estuary.  The Planning Board is committed to continue the monitoring through 2018 to provide a solid, three-year 
baseline of the water quality both entering and exiting our town.  The Summary Report for 2016 and 2017 are 
available for review at the Planning Board office. The Department of Environmental Services Great Bay Nitrogen Non-




The Rockingham Planning Commission continues to provide support services throughout the year as an essential 
advisory commission to the Planning Board and the Town, and is also contracted to provide an update to a portion of 
the Town’s Master Plan.  The Existing and Future Land Use Chapter will describe historical and current land use 
conditions in town, evaluate land development trends and offer recommendations for desired future land use.  The 
Land Use Chapter was last updated in 2005.   
 
The second will be a new chapter to the Master Plan: Recreation.  This will detail the existing recreational 
opportunities, inventory existing recreational facilities and provide a framework for discussion of future recreational 
opportunities in Brentwood.   Both the Land Use and Recreation chapters will be completed by spring 2018. 
 
In 2017 approximately 100 acres of a single parcel were put into conservation easement in perpetuity held by the 
USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service.  Approximately 10 acres were previously used as a gravel pit and as 
part of the easement agreement the Southeast Land Trust, (property owner), is working with the Planning Board for 
the appropriate restoration and stabilization of the site for safety and to enhance the wildlife habitat.   
 
We continually work to meet the needs and goals of Brentwood, as allowed by the zoning, subdivision and site plan 
review regulations adopted by the Town and Board respectively.    We meet on the first and third Thursday of the 




Bruce J. Stevens 






BRENTWOOD FIRE DEPARTMENT 
2017 Annual Report 
 
It is an honor and privilege to serve as your Fire Chief and lead the twenty-nine dedicated members of your fire 




The Brentwood Fire Department is a combination fire department consisting of two full time firefighter/EMT’s 
working Monday through Friday during daytime hours.  Part time employees include the Fire Chief, EMS Coordinator, 
Fire Prevention Officer and an Administrative assistant.  The remaining 23 members are considered “paid-on-call” 
personnel who work other full-time employment and respond to emergencies when they are in town and available 
during nights, weekends and holidays. 
Although Brentwood firefighters and EMS personnel are compensated an hourly wage for response to emergency 
calls, they also spend hundreds of unpaid hours each year checking equipment, performing maintenance, preparing 
for major storms, and providing community services such as fire prevention education and community outreach 
programs. 
ACTIVITY LEVEL: 
Brentwood Fire Department responded to 988 total calls for service in 2017, which represents an increase of 91 calls 
or 10.14 percent over the year 2016.   The call response breaks down into the following categories: 349 Fire 
Emergencies, 397 Medical Emergencies, and 242 Service Calls.   
Over the course of the last year, the men and women of your Brentwood Fire Department continued their 
longstanding commitment to providing the best possible level of service to the citizens of Brentwood.  Additionally, 
Brentwood Fire provided assistance to our neighboring communities as part of our mutual aid agreement; a benefit 
that is both given and received.   
In March of 2016 Jason Grant was hired as Brentwood Fire’s new Fire Inspector.  The Prevention Division works 
closely with the Planning and Buildings Department to help insure the needs of the community are being met from a 
compliance and safety standpoint.  The Prevention Division of Brentwood Fire is staffed on Thursdays from 8:00 am 
until 2:00 pm.  If any citizen has questions or concerns regarding the installation of and or operation of smoke or CO 
detectors, heating appliances, gas connections, or portable fireplaces, please contact Brentwood Fire Department’s 
Prevention Division or email Jason at jgrant@brentwoodnh.gov.  
A reminder to all citizens that the law requires a written fire permit anytime the ground is not covered with snow.  In 
addition to brush piles, any portable fireplace, such as chimneys, steel fire pits, and any devises designed to burn 
permissible combustible materials other than gas or charcoal are required to have a written permit.  The fire 
department will conduct a site visit and assess the installation and use, and if deemed appropriate, a seasonal permit 
may be issued. 
Notable accomplishment for 2017 include: 
 Restructuring of the department leadership to include the addition of a Station Captain and EMS Lieutenant, 
two Fire Crew Boss positions and an EMS Crew Boss position. 
 Updated FD website. 
68 
 
 Purchase of new department server and computer system. 
 Leadership training for members of the department. 
 New community and business outreach and prevention programs. 
 New Smokey Bear Fire Danger sign, built and donated by Logan Sisk as part of an Eagle Scout community 
project. 
 Joint Active Shooter training with Brentwood PD, Rockingham Sheriff Dept., Exeter, Kingston and East 
Kingston Fire Departments; including the purchase, through grant funding, of tactical equipment for first 
responders to wear and use in the event of an actual active shooter incident. 
 Training of Brentwood PD and Rockingham Sheriff department officers in the use and administration of 
Narcan to better prepare for and combat the opioid epidemic. 
 Hiring of several new firefighters and EMT’s. 
In the coming year the Fire Department will continue to focus on developing lifesaving skills in the firefighting and 
emergency medical disciplines.  Additionally, 2018 will focus on firefighting safety and survival training and command 
level training for increased operational safety and efficiency.  The entire department continues to train on a monthly 
basis to maintain basic skills and learn new techniques.   
Department goals for 2018 include: 
 Incident Safety Officer Training for all fire department officers; including the formal implementation of a 
department Incident Safety Officer. 
 Active recruitment of new members. 
 Increasing our visibility through community and fire prevention outreach programs. 
 Increasing our fire inspection and prevention capabilities. 
Additionally, we are hoping to begin the grant process to replace our aging self-contained breathing apparatus with 
new, up to date and NFPA compliant breathing apparatus.  The current breathing apparatus in use by Brentwood Fire 
is due to reach the end of its certification compliance in the next three years.  Applying for a federal grant is a time 
consuming and lengthy process, but if approved will save the taxpayers of Brentwood over 200,000 dollars in 
replacement costs. 
Brentwood Fire is always seeking applicants for call firefighter and EMT positions.  Individuals interested in joining the 
Brentwood Fire Department are welcome to call 642-8132 and speak to one of our staff, or stop by the fire station 
during business hours or on weekends to obtain an application packet and learn more about the services we provide.  
The men and women of the Brentwood Fire Department strive daily to help keep our community safe, and we would 
like to thank the citizens of Brentwood for their support.  We pledge to continue to provide the most professional and 
efficient level of service possible to our community as we fulfill out department mission.   
On behalf of all of us at Brentwood Fire, thank you for this opportunity to serve you. 
Respectfully submitted, 
 





REPORT OF THE CHIEF OF POLICE 2017 
 
To the Brentwood Board of Selectmen and the Citizens/Tax Payers of the Town of Brentwood, NH:   
“It is the mission of the Brentwood Police Department to protect life and property.  To maintain order by 
enforcing the local, state and federal laws in a fair and impartial manner while improving the quality of life in our 
community.”   
The Police Department continues to serve the community 24 hours a day 7 days a week.  If you observe a 
crime or you are a victim of crime please report it immediately.  Dial 9-1-1 if you feel it is an emergency situation.  The 
NON-EMERGENCY direct phone number is 642-8817. 
Residents who plan on vacationing outside the area can complete a vacant house check form.     You may 
access the form on line or at www.brentwoodnh.gov or by calling the Police Department directly. 
The Police Department does not require you to register your present alarm or a newly installed alarm system, 
however there is a voluntary alarm form that can be filled out to assist the officer(s) that are responding with current 
contact information provided by you and what type of action to take if a problem is found.  To obtain a form contact 
the Police Department directly.  
To keep updated on departmental business, current emergencies, traffic reports, road closures and general 
town information, please subscribe to the Police Department on Twitter.  We can be found at 
BrentwoodPD@Twitter.com.  You can also find us on Facebook. 
To anonymously report a crime or tip, contact the Police Department directly or access the Report a Tip Form 
on-line. 
In 2017 Department responded to 5216 logged calls for service resulting in 177 Incident Reports,  63 Motor 
Vehicle Crash Reports, 103 Arrests, 873 Citations and 16 assist other agencies.    
In accordance with Council Rule POL 403.01 (2) all officers received eight hours of in-service training in 
subjects other than firearms, intermediate impact weapons defensive tactic and first aid/CPR.  In addition officers 
participated in Simulations Training and Active School Shooting Training.     
I would like to thank the dedicated employees of the department, the Board of Selectmen, Ladies Auxiliary, 








Report from Code Enforcement, 
Building Department 
 
A total of 257 permits were issued in 2017 
Equaling Permit fees of                      $ 61,697.57 
Estimated value of work permitted     $ 9,737,438.00 
This department has seen a significant increase in construction activity over the past year.  Working with the BFD has 
made plan reviews and joint inspections more     efficient. The year 2017 has seen revenues from fees cover the Code 
Enforcement budget. 
The Mission of the Building Dept. is to assist in compliance of town zoning, state codes and the safety of the 
community.  
 
New Dwellings              13 
Additions                               16   
Decks, Sheds, Small jobs     79 
Pools                                      6 
Electric                                  86 
Plumbing                               30 
Generators                            11 
Solar                                      11 
Commercial Building     5 




Kip J Kaiser 
 




BRENTWOOD HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT 
2017 REPORT 
 
To:  The Brentwood Board of Selectmen and the Citizens/Tax Payers of the Town of Brentwood    
 
The Brentwood Highway Department is responsible for the maintenance of approximately 67 miles of roads, assisting 
with the maintenance and mowing of Town cemeteries, recreation areas, and town property.   The Highway 
Department is open Monday-Friday 8:00 AM to 4:30 PM.  You may contact the Highway Department by calling (603) 
775-7654.  If you have an emergency please call 9-1-1. 
 
A disposal area for brush is located in the rear of the Highway Department. The area is open weekly on Tuesday’s and 
Thursday’s 3:00 PM-6:00 PM and on the 1st Saturday of each month 9:00 AM - Noon.   Please remember that brush 
can no longer be more than 5” in diameter and cannot be mixed with building material(s).  The Highway Department’s 
ability to burn or chip brush is limited therefore quantities accepted will be restricted.  Wood chips and unscreened 
loam continue to be available at no charge to residents.  Please remember residents are responsible for loading a 
transporting the material. 
 
Road Maintenance Conducted 
 
This year we reclaimed and paved (with binder) the following roads:  Haigh Road, Old Gordon Road, Sherman Avenue, 
Ladd Road and Gove Road.  Each road was constructed with a 2 ¼ bituminous concrete pavement, 22’ width with a 
one foot minimum gravel shoulder on both sides. 
I would like to thank the Board of Selectmen, the Police Department, Fire Department, Ladies Auxiliary, volunteers, 
and other Town departments that assisted the Highway Department throughout the year.   In addition I would like to 
thank the Brentwood Highway employees for their continued dedication and hard work. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
 





REPORT OF CEMETERY TRUSTEES 
 
 
Dear Board of Selectmen and Citizens of Brentwood: 
The Brentwood Cemeteries saw many improvements this year. To start, Falcon Sheds donated a new well house for 
Tonry Cemetery as the old one was falling into disrepair. With assistance from the Highway Department, the old 
one was removed and the new one set in place. Thank you to everyone who helped with this endeavor. 
Thankfully it was not a dry summer like last year and the grounds stayed relativity green. In an effort to streamline 
the grass mowing, the cemeteries were included in a decision to have town properties mowed by an outside 
mowing company. The crew from ASAP Landscape did a great job in the cemeteries. While it is never easy to trust 
just anyone to work in the town cemeteries, we greatly appreciate their attention to detail and being mindful as 
to the surroundings in which they were working. 
In an effort to improve the cemetery grounds, our Superintendent, Joyce Keegal, attended the fall meeting of the 
NH Old Graveyard Association. While at this meeting, information on how to straighten and repair stones was 
discussed. Joyce was then invited to join the NHOGA for a hands-on workshop on straighten and repairing stones. As a 
result of this, Joyce has started cleaning and straightening stones in Veasey Cemetery, some of which have not been 
straightened for many years. If interest prevails, NHOGA is willing to host a workshop in 2018 for interested 
Brentwood residents. 
The cemeteries fared well in all the fall windy weather, except for one big pine tree that fell in Veasey Cemetery. Thank 
you again to the Highway Department for coming and removing it from the cemetery. Thankfully no stones 
were damaged when the tree fell. 
To finish the year, The John Stark Society of the Children of the American Revolution were instrumental in 
bringing Wreaths Across America to Brentwood. Through the generous donations of town residents, all 175 veterans 
and our fallen First Responder were honored with Memorial Wreath on December 16th. Thank you to everyone who 
attended this event, even on such a chilly day. And thank you to those who came out a month later to assist in the 
Wreath Retirement Day. 
Other highlights from this year: bushes and trees were trimmed, poison ivy sprayed and new "Cemetery Closed" signs 
installed. 
Once again we would like to thank Phyllis Thompson for all her hard work and dedication. While she has retired as 
town clerk, we feel lucky to have her continuing on as the cemetery clerk. We would like to thank ASAP 
Landscape for making the grounds look good. Thank you to the Highway Department for helping with "all the big 
stuff." Thank you to everyone who contributed to the cemeteries, both in kind and in person. We are here to to 
look after and care for the most sacred grounds in town. We look forward to continuing to improve our 
cemeteries and the history they hold. 
Burials(Tonry): 3 casket 6 urns 
Monuments: Tonry: 6 Ladd: 2 
Plots sold/laid out: 3 
 













2017 Brentwood Recreation Department  
Annual Report  
Brentwood Recreation Department’s goal is to provide fun and safe community oriented programs and events for all 
ages. 2017 programming included many of our annual favorites with several new ones added. The Brentwood 
Community Center continued to see much activity with many of our community groups regularly using the facility as 
well as many resident and non-resident rentals. The Recreation Department took on several new responsibilities, 
including: Senior Luncheons, 4th of July Parade, and a full-time director’s position. We also received a new recreation 
dept. logo and summer camp logo!  
FACILITIES 
 The Recreation Ice Rink was installed again by the Castonguay Pavilion 
 In addition to our own spring, summer and fall sports programs, we continued to rent our fields to different 
teams and organizations.  
 Brentwood Community Center had over 50 resident and non-resident rentals of the building and pavilion. The 
community center is rented out almost each weekend.  
 We added a, “GaGa Ball” court next to the playground, thanks to a grant received by the cub scouts.  
Special Programs & Events  
 The annual Bunny Breakfast and Town Egg Hunt again started our events calendar.  Over 1300 eggs were 
hunted and around 120 residents joined us for breakfast. 
 We offered several Sip and Sign classes that were very popular.  
 We had our fourth annual Outdoor Movie Night at the end of June with many area businesses sponsoring the 
event. We had games, activities and concessions and finished the evening with a movie under the stars. 
 We collaborated again with Challenger Sports to bring in a Summer Soccer Skills Camp  
 We took our usual Spring casino trip to Foxwoods and Fall trip to Mohegan Sun.  
 We ran our 2nd annual Halloween event that was collaborated with the Friends of the Library and had around 
80 participants.  
 We offered ski trips again this winter. Weather has presented some difficulties for us and had to cancel some 
trips, but continue our efforts.  
 We started a new 7-week summer camp for grades K-6 that was successful.  
 We offered hikes at Pawtuckaway State Park with Mr. Schroeder from Swasey Central School.  
 We offered a LEGO engineering STEM camp during the summer.  
 We went on 2 trips to Fenway Park in Boston, MA to see the Red Sox play  
 We offered a new community show at the recreation complex that was outdoor and facilitated by UNH’s 
theatre & dance students.  
 We offered Red Cross CPR & babysitter courses at the community center  
 The Recreation Dept. now assumes the responsibility of organizing the 4th of July parade  
 We offered Calls from the North Pole again this winter and reached everyone who signed up  
FITNESS  
 We continue to offer weekly classes in Yoga and Tang Soo Do.  
 Our Senior Movement class continued to meet weekly with a loyal following. 
 Adult Yoga was offered on Tuesday nights again in 2017.  
SPORTS  
 Our Softball, Baseball, and Tee Ball programs had a successful spring.  
 Our Youth Fall Soccer program continued strong with children ages 4yrs. through 5th grade participating. With 
more than 30 parent volunteers.  
 Our Recreation Basketball program saw number of players rise slightly overall. We continued to collaborate 
with Stratham, Newfields, Kensington and East Kingston in using the CMS gym for our 3rd-6th program. Our 
7th/8th teams played in the Lamprey River League. And our Kindergarten through 2nd teams played at the 
Swasey School gym. 




 Men’s Pick-Up basketball has moved to Talbot gym in Exeter, NH and the fee went down for participants!  
 Our Intro to Field Hockey program was a great success and we are now collaborating with surrounding towns 
to start a Field Hockey league.  
 We have continued to offer a new Adult Pickleball program and those who joined loved it 
 We offered a new Flag Football program and had over 20 participants  
 We brought back our youth volleyball program  
 
 
2017 Recreation Department Revolving Account 
 
Balance 1/1/2017:               $33,003.97 
Income Collected: 
BCC Rental               $12,605.00 
Field Rentals                           $1,950.00 
Pavilion Rental                                $75.00    
Youth Programs                                              $22,403.68 
Adult Programs                               $8,652.66 
Specials                                $10,278.53 
Youth Sports/Sponsors/Donations                $19,858.52 
Concession Revenue                $591.85 
Miscellaneous Income                              $3,200.00 
Interest Income                  $3.97 
Total Income                               $79,619.21 
 
 
                     Expenses Paid: 
 General Operations BCC          $10,009.50 
  General Operations BRC         $6,474.34 
 Youth Programs Expense         $13,171.76 
 Adult Programs Expense                                 $8,376.90 
  Specials Program Expense         $11,539.05 
  Youth Sports Expense           $13,853.99 
  Concessions Expense               $793.87 
  Playground Expense                                                    --- 
                     Miscellaneous Expenses          $394.16 
  Impact Fee            $1,165.28 
  Reconciliation Discrepancies           
  Total Expenses:                                65,778.85 
 




CONSERVATION COMMISSION 2017 
 
We have a new chair, and so our Conservation Commission this year is focused on finishing up the projects developed 
under Rob Wofchuck and developing new projects under Jeff Donald. Rob is a financial manager who has brought us 
into the age of storm water management and renewable energy. Jeff is the Community Transportation Manager at 
COAST. He is probably best known in town as the husband of farmer Kate Donald who runs Stout Oak Farm. Together, 
they are formidable not only in their knowledge of plants but also in their business acumen. Of course the passion for 
nature and a healthy planet continues as a common denominator for the Conservation Commission since it was 
formed 50 years ago.   
 
This year we continued our tradition of spring and fall roadside trash pick-up days, rewarded with hotdogs and ice 
cream afterward. The bad news is that there was plenty of trash; the good news is that we gathered a lot of it. Here is 
a snapshot of a large part of the proceeds. We encourage townspeople to consider everyday a trash removal day 
wherever we find it, and whether or not we were the ones who dropped it. That way we can just have the picnics to 
celebrate our pristine roadways twice a year, without the work of removing the trash. 
 
We rejoice in the conservation of 104 acres of the former Fralic farm. Jim Fralic left his land to the deYoung family 
here in town, who sold the easement and then donated it to the Southeast Land Trust (SELT) based in Exeter. SELT will 
manage it for wildlife and pedestrian enjoyment. The land is situated along Old Gordon Road and the south bank of 
the Exeter River. It’s beautiful, mostly wooded, plenty of wildlife. The eastern section was mined in the past for sand, 
and the residual sandpit has been used by off-road vehicles for pleasure. That use of the sandpit erodes the land and 
wastes it for vegetation and wildlife, so unfortunately it will not be available for that purpose in the future. 
 
As you may remember, we recently hired an environmental specialist to assess the potential uses of four town-owned 
properties. He suggested that we might do a selective cutting of trees in the forested portion of the former Martin 
and Stevens properties straddling Little River north of South Road. That was completed this fall, and netted the town 
a little over $2000. That property was also identified as suitable for hiking trails. We labored along with the Trails 
Committee to build a bridge over a little brook that drains into Little River (see photo). 
 
The ConComm was instrumental in getting the town to install solar panels to serve the electrical needs of all the town 
buildings except for the school. We anticipate great savings to be realized in the coming years. Former selectman Jane 
Byrne initiated the project, and the ConComm recruited retired electrical engineer Malcolm Allison to join us in 
evaluating the project. His input was invaluable, the voters approved, and the panels were installed in September by 
Revision Energy. 
 
We are always looking for new members and are open to new ideas and projects. If you would like to get involved, 
drop over to a meeting (2nd Wednesdays, 7PM, town office) or email us at conservation@brentwoodnh.gov. Lindt 





2017 INCOME AND EXPENDITURES FOR CONSERVATION FUNDS 
 
 
   
   
BALANCE FORWARD, 1/1/2017  $70,945.00 
 
   
   
INCOME   
Annual town funding 9,778.00  
Interest 98.09  
Proceeds from South Road Logging Project 2084.82  
   
Subtotal 11960.91  
   
   
EXPENSES   
Payments to Truslow Resource Consulting 4469.00  
   





** Includes Grant funds escrowed for future maintenance 
by RCCD, received in 2013  
  5720.76  

































Perpetual  Care-Dudley Cemetery 6,042.20         54.22               6,096.42          2,873.67    251.99       35.96         3,089.70      9,186.12             10,127.31        
Perpetual  Care-Ladd Cemetery 28,716.44       252.97             28,969.41        12,880.48  1,175.33    179.16       13,876.65    42,846.06           47,236.00        
Perpetual  Care-Shephard Cemetery 3,014.62         27.20               3,041.82          1,456.99    126.49       -            1,583.48      4,625.30             5,099.20          
Perpetual  Care-Thyng Cemetery 3,322.38         29.22               3,351.60          1,479.72    135.72       13.96         1,601.48      4,953.08             5,460.57          
Perpetual  Care-Tuck Cemetery 1,466.86         11.49               1,478.35          422.38       53.37         6.98           468.77         1,947.12             2,146.62          
Perpetual  Care-Tonry Cemetery 145,853.71     1,093.30          146,947.01      33,940.44  5,078.92    913.14       38,106.22    185,053.23         204,013.46      
Total Cemetery 188,416.21     1,468.40          189,884.61      53,053.68  6,821.82    1,149.20    58,726.30    248,610.91         274,083.16      
Cemetery Maintenance-Ethel  Lyford 
Bequest 26,044.08       172.58             26,216.66        2,318.46    802.41       -            3,120.87      29,337.53           32,343.34        
Morri l l  Library Fund 7,084.18         43.97               7,128.15          173.82       202.03       173.82       202.03         7,330.18             8,081.22          
Total Trust Funds 221,544.47     1,684.95          223,229.42      55,545.96  7,826.26    1,323.02    62,049.20    285,278.62         314,507.72      
-                  -                      
Capital Reserve Funds -                      
Fi re/Rescue Vehicle Replacement 84,681.13       35,579.74        120,260.87      790.42       1,077.52    461.26       1,406.68      121,667.55         123,817.95      
Emergency Repair:Fi re/Rescue 
Apparatus 25,835.21       37.82               25,873.03        1,828.36    320.48       -            2,148.84      28,021.87           28,517.14        
Expand/Bui ld new Fire Dept 222.29            0.33                 222.62             15.55         2.74           -            18.29           240.91                245.17             
Genera l  Cemetery Maintenance 8,367.17         (2,559.25)        5,807.92          1,473.76    108.22       49.50         1,532.48      7,340.40             7,470.14          
Library Maintenance 4,956.65         7.26                 4,963.91          349.86       61.47         -            411.33         5,375.24             5,470.24          
Recreation Grounds 1,156.50         1.68                 1,158.18          80.72         14.35         -            95.07           1,253.25             1,275.40          
Specia l  Education 63,449.91       92.90               63,542.81        4,489.97    787.09       -            5,277.06      68,819.87           70,036.22        
School  Maintenance 82,125.66       115.32             82,240.98        2,203.44    976.96       -            3,180.40      85,421.38           86,931.15        
School  Safety & Securi ty -                  20,021.59        20,021.59        -            95.72         -            95.72           20,117.31           20,472.87        
Recycl ing Revenues 4,778.83         6.99                 4,785.82          338.22       59.28         -            397.50         5,183.32             5,274.93          
Highway Vehicles  & Equipment 100,299.50     25,167.91        125,467.41      1,542.67    1,380.69    -            2,923.36      128,390.77         130,660.00      
Repair Town Bridges 324,497.51     50,509.30        375,006.81      6,035.15    4,231.04    -            10,266.19    385,273.00         392,082.48      
Repair/Replace Dry Hydrants  & Water 
Systems 24,540.46       35.93               24,576.39        1,736.58    304.41       -            2,040.99      26,617.38           27,087.83        
Forestry Programs 5,471.00         8.01                 5,479.01          386.93       67.85         -            454.78         5,933.79             6,038.67          
Maintenance of Town owned 
Bui ldings 4,548.38         39,029.91        43,578.29        2,084.51    409.24       -            2,493.75      46,072.04           46,886.34        
Construction of Highway Bui ldings 241,102.46     50,396.42        291,498.88      6,882.10    3,274.62    -            10,156.72    301,655.60         306,987.19      
Municipa l  Operations  Software 20,345.14       20,050.93        40,396.07        125.14       397.81       -            522.95         40,919.02           41,642.24        
Town Revaluation 25,431.43       25,063.65        50,495.08        156.43       497.28       -            653.71         51,148.79           52,052.81        
Information Systems -                  693.65             693.65             -            70.42         -            70.42           764.07                777.57             
Solar -                  17,019.49        17,019.49        -            136.57       -            136.57         17,156.06           17,459.28        
Total Capital Reserve Funds 1,021,809.23  281,279.58      1,303,088.81   30,519.81  14,273.76  510.76       44,282.81    1,347,371.62      1,371,185.62   
Total Trust & Capital Reserve Funds 1,243,353.70  282,964.53      1,526,318.23   86,065.77  22,100.02  1,833.78    106,332.01  1,632,650.24      1,685,693.34    
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SOUTHEAST REGIONAL REFUSE DISPOSAL DISTRICT 53B 
 
 
Southeast Regional Refuse Disposal District 53B was established in 1998 under RSA Chapter 53-B.  The District is 
authorized to provide four facilities: recycling, landfill, septage and waste-to-energy.  Each member municipality can 
participate in one or more of the District’s facilities and the various costs and expenses are apportioned among the 
members. Also provided is flexibility in developing solutions to joint solid waste problems. 
 
The District is presently made up of six member towns:  Brentwood, Fremont, Kensington, North Hampton, Rye, and 
Sandown.  
 
The District held its annual Household Hazardous Waste Day event on September 16th in Brentwood.   
 
The event served 260 cars, representing 284 households, and came in under the $114,925 budget.  The Board would 
like to thank all the volunteers that worked to make the day a success.  
 
The member towns are currently tipping at a rate of $63.10 per ton for MSW and $74.98 per ton for Bulky/Demo.   
 
Effective April 1, 2017 the Board of Southeast Regional is as follows: 
 
 Chairman      Everett Jordan – Rye, NH 
 Vice Chairman   Dennis McCarthy – Rye, NH 
 Treasurer  John Hubbard – North Hampton 




Everett (Bud) Jordan, Chairman 










The 2017 mosquito season had wet months and dry months but overall ended on the dry side.  After an extreme 
drought the previous year, I had no idea what to expect regarding mosquito species. By August, it was clear that a few 
species did not rebound after the drought while one species was having a good year. In total, the 2017 mosquito 
population was below normal yet still greater than the record low of 2016.  
 West Nile Virus (WNV) was found in NH last season. One human case in North Hampton and nine batches of 
mosquitoes tested positive for WNV in NH. No animal cases were identified. The first WNV mosquito pool was 
trapped in Manchester on July 31st and the last WNV pool was trapped in Danville on October 5th. There were nine 
WNV positive mosquito pools in eight communities including Brentwood. There was no Eastern Equine Encephalitis 
found in NH in 2017. There were two human cases of Jamestown Canyon Virus in Goffstown and Hanover and one 
case of Powassan Virus in Dover last year. 
 Adult mosquitoes were monitored at five locations throughout town.  Over 2400 mosquitoes were collected 
in light traps, identified to species, and select species were sent to the State Lab in Concord where they were tested 
for diseases. One batch of mosquitoes collected in Brentwood tested positive for WNV in 2017. Dragon has identified 
117 larval mosquito habitats in the Town of Brentwood. Crews checked larval habitats 295 times throughout the 
season. There were 75 treatments to eliminate mosquito larvae. In addition, 391 catch basin treatments were made 
to combat disease carrying mosquitoes. Spraying to control adult mosquitoes was conducted once at the Recreation 
Area last season.  
 The proposed 2018 Mosquito Control plan for Brentwood includes trapping mosquitoes for disease testing, 
sampling wetlands for larval mosquito activity, larviciding where mosquito larvae are found, efficacy monitoring, and 
emergency spraying when a public health threat exists. The control program begins in April when mosquito larvae are 
found in stagnant water such as red maple and cedar swamps, ditches, and woodland pools. Trapping adult 
mosquitoes begins in July. The mosquito control program ends in October when temperatures drop and daylight 
diminishes.  
 Homeowners can reduce the number of mosquitoes in their yard by emptying any outdoor containers that 
hold standing water such as buckets, trash barrels, and boats. Tires collect enough water for mosquitoes to survive. It 
is also a good idea to change the water in bird baths every two or three days.  
 Residents who do not want their wetlands treated may use our No-Spray Registry online at 
www.DragonMosquito.com/No-Spray-Registry or write to Dragon Mosquito Control, P.O. Box 46, Stratham, NH 
03885. Be sure to include your name, physical address, phone number, description of your house, and acreage. 
Anyone who submitted a request in 2017 may contact the office to reaffirm your request.  Inquiries may be emailed 















PROPOSED BUDGETED EXPENDITURES 2018 
 
OPERATING BUDGET
Account 2017 2017 2018 2018 % Increase
Number  Account Name Budget Actual Sel Approve BCom Approve Decrease
4130.01 Executive Office 27,489 20,420 30,331 30,331 10.34%
4130.02 Town Administration 103,017 102,924 106,598 106,598 3.48%
4130.03 Town Meeting 3,501 2,817 4,601 4,601 31.42%
4140.05 Town Clerk 76,140 76,102 59,232 59,232 -22.21%
4140.06 Election 5,951 3,558 8,896 8,896 49.49%
4150.04 Tax Collector 72,640 72,484 55,532 55,532 -23.55%
4150.07 Assessing 31,376 28,820 45,400 45,400 44.70%
4150.08 Information Systems 31,533 30,826 43,052 43,052 36.53%
4150.09 Finance 62,351 62,020 76,967 76,967 23.44%
4150.10 Budget Committee 800 157 700 700 -12.50%
4153.12 Legal 37,002 20,458 27,002 27,002 -27.03%
4191.13 Planning Board 105,000 102,543 107,748 107,748 2.62%
4191.14 Zoning Board 1,377 1,240 1,377 1,377 0.00%
4194.16 Government Buildings 65,048 64,486 68,055 68,055 4.62%
4195.25 Cemetery 8,247 8,176 10,468 10,468 26.93%
4196.11 Insurance 100,894 99,894 105,559 105,559 4.62%
4197.32 Regional Associations 14,837 14,837 14,837 14,837 0.00%
4199.15 General Government 33,627 32,143 37,826 37,826 12.49%
4210.17 Police Department 738,108 735,048 825,791 825,791 11.88%
4220.19 Fire Department 433,620 421,989 489,353 489,353 12.85%
4225.26 Joint Loss Management 240 238 241 241 0.42%
4240.20 Code Enforcement 54,311 51,480 62,674 62,674 15.40%
4290.27 Emergency Management 14,875 2,468 14,875 14,875 0.00%
4299.24 Mosquito Control 30,500 26,500 30,500 30,500 0.00%
4312.21 Highway 381,521 303,376 380,844 380,844 -0.18%
4312.22 Snow & Ice Control 105,430 120,127 136,557 136,557 29.52%
4316.23 Street Lighting 250 0 250 250 0.00%
4323.28 Recycling 46,665 46,315 48,367 48,367 3.65%
4323.29 Rubbish Collection 123,150 123,110 125,454 125,454 1.87%
4324.29 Waste Disposal 105,685 82,454 104,685 104,685 -0.95%
4414.30 Animal Control Officer 9,923 6,915 7,152 7,152 -27.93%
4419.31 Health Officer 1 0 1 1 0.00%
4442.35 Welfare 7,272 3,449 7,407 7,407 1.86%
4520.40 Recreation 68,739 66,635 73,739 73,739 7.27%
4550.49 Library 255,360 210,442 245,648 245,648 -3.80%
4611.50 Conservation 18,643 14,869 19,660 19,660 5.46%
4711.60 Debt Service-Principal 205,000 205,000 301,700 301,700 47.17%
4721.60 Debt Service-Interest 105,155 104,341 133,067 133,067 26.54%
4723.60 Debt Service-TAN 30,000 970 30,000 30,000 0.00%
TOTAL OPERATING BUDGET 3,514,278 3,269,629 3,842,146 3,842,146 9.33%
4900.70 Warrant Articles 657,529 654,739 888,205 863,205 31.28%









2017 2017 2018 2018





W/A - ROAD REPAIRS            350000 343960 350000 350000
W/A - PD PATROL GRANT 11888 11888
W/A - HWY LEASE PURCHASE 18524 18523.5
W/A - CASA 500 0 500 500
W/A - FD LEASE PURCHASE 88995 88995 88995 88995
W/A - HAVEN 3050 3050 3050 3050
W/A - ONE SKY 1500 1500
W/A - CHASE HOME 250
W/A - SAMARITANS 250
W/A - CHAMBER CHILDRENS FUND 1000 1000
CAP - P/D - CRUISER 23190 21464 25000 25000
CAP - F/D - COMMAND VEHICLE 50000 0
W/A - BOND FOR PRESCOTT ROAD 617000 617000
C/R - BRIDGE REPAIRS          50000 50000 50000 50000
C/R - HIGHWAY VEHICLES       25000 25000 50000 50000
C/R - FD VEHICLE REPLACEMENT 110058 110058
C/R - HWY ADDITION 50000 50000 50000 50000
C/R - BUILDING REPAIRS 50000 50000 50000 50000
C/R - REVALUATION 25000 25000 25000 25000
C/R - TOB SOFTWARE 20000 20000 20000 20000
C/R - IT HARDWARE 20000 20000 20000 20000
C/R - SOLAR ARRAY 17000 17000 17000 17000
Well at Tonry Cemetery 15000 15000
TASC
Full Time Police Chief 
Offshore Wind
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Melissa Litchfield   Term Expires 2019 
Allison Higgins    Term Expires 2020 
Elza Silva     Term Expires 2020 
Jessie Hollister    Term Expires 2018 
Scott Dennehy    Term Expires 2018 
 
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS 
Christine C. Rath, Interim 
 
 
ASSOCIATE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS 
AND DIRECTOR OF HUMAN RESOURCES 
PAUL A. FLYNN 
 
 
ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS 
WILLIAM G. FURBUSH 
 
ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS 












































 Swasey Central School is a pre K-5 elementary school in the town of Brentwood, NH.  The enrollment 
of SCS is 308 students. The high quality educators in our school include 17 classroom teachers, support staff, 
special education staff and administrative staff.  Swasey Central School is a part of SAU 16, which includes 
Exeter, Stratham, Newfields, Kensington and East Kingston.  Our grade 5 students move on to the 
Cooperative Middle School and from there, move on to Exeter High School.  We are proud of the 
instructional practices that are in place at Swasey.  Students are well prepared to ‘climb the ladder of 
success’ as they demonstrate their knowledge and skills while moving forward on their road in education. 
 
This year our school goals include creating student assessments, literacy instruction and the 
importance of collaboration. Students need a deep understanding of text, which is the key to future learning 
in all subject areas.   As we utilize assessments that help us better understand student needs in the area of 
reading, we can focus our instruction using the data.  This is the first year of full day kindergarten in 
Brentwood, and we couldn’t be more pleased with the extra time we have to work with our students, 
providing them with a well- balanced program. 
 
SAU 16 continues to research and develop their understanding of competency-based education and 
learning.  Competencies are what we expect our students to be able to demonstrate.  The focus is on skills 
that are learned and retained, as opposed to what is being taught.  Competency-based learning puts a focus 
on the individual student, and our focus in literacy-based programming is our avenue for this movement.  
Safety and security changes have occurred at our school.  Our local fire and police work with us to ensure 
that our emergency planning practices our up to date and detailed.  We feel that safety is the highest 
priority for all Swasey students and staff.   
 
The school’s stakeholders include our students, staff, parents, school board and community 
members.  All of these partners work together to create a dynamic and creative place of learning for the 
families of Brentwood.  Instructional practices in place include literacy instruction, mathematics, social 
studies and science, art, music, physical education, health, technology, and library.  
 
 NH College and Career Ready standards have been researched and instructional practices have been 
reviewed to ensure that all students have the exposure to the educational standards being implemented.  
Teachers continue to work on SAU wide curriculum teams to review current practices.  This work will help 
our students receive the support they need to meet the educational demands.  Most important though, is 







In addition to academic activities, SCS students participate in community and social education 
including Responsive Classroom and Open Circle, to help them interact with each other and the world 
around them.  We are a community of learners, and our school wide dedication to our community will 
continue to grow as we provide more attention to our social needs with increased training in supporting our 
students.  Our monthly “Swasey Shindigs” provide us with a forum to be together as a school and we look 
forward to our gatherings.  Students are provided with enrichment activities after and before school, chorus 
and band instruction, foreign language exposure, cross-country and jump rope clubs, and a variety of 
experiences beyond the classroom.   
 
 Learning experiences are enhanced by our technology-infused instructional practices.  Learning tools 
grow and develop quickly, and we are proud of the practices that are in place at SCS.  Our students develop 
skills in using 21st century learning tools and we are confident in our ability to continue growing as the scope 
of technologies continue to expand.  We hope to develop our STEM practices even deeper with an 
investment in our Makerspace and the creation of a program that immerses students in hands-on discovery 
education. 
 
 Swasey Central School has many supporters.  Our parents and PFG group provide year round support 
of programming by staying involved with classrooms, creating fund raising opportunities, and by 
volunteering in our school.  We couldn’t be more proud of the 36 straight years of Blue Ribbon Awards that 
our parent volunteers have earned for the amount of time spent assisting students in our school.  The PFG 
continues to reach out to our staff by providing resources for our school.  
 
 In closing, I invite you all to stay involved in Brentwood’s Swasey Central School practices and 
routines by visiting our school website and by attending monthly school board meetings.  Swasey Central 
School remains a vibrant and effective place of learning for the town of Brentwood and we are appreciative 
of the support the community provides, ensuring that our students are prepared for their educational 
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